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HAROLD ORTON 
Leeds University 

The Recording of American 

Regional English 

I T MAY seem curious that an E~lglish- 
man should venture to  address an American audience about recording 
American English, and more especially American Regional English; and well 
may you ask whether the subject is not being adequately covered already. 
You will recall the American achievements in this field since 1 930, and 
particularly the published work of Kurath, McDavid, Atwood; the investi- 
gations of Harold Allen, Davis, Marckwardt, McDavid; and more recently of 
the Reeds, Pederson, Cassidy, and others. Certainly a great deal has been 
done, but the field of investigation is enormous and the workers in it far too 
few. Further, the kind of investigation that interests me above all others is 
not, I believe, being carried out  anything like as extensively as it should. So, 
when Professor Burghardt so persuasively invited me t o  address the 1973 
meeting of the Kentucky-Tennessee American Studies Association, I agreed 
readily, though far too brashly. 

My main theme is to call the attention of this chapter of the American 
Studies Association to the desirability of undertakiug a much more detailed 
study of localized American English, state by state. I have particularly in 
mind the kind of English used daily in conversation by elderly farmers and 
their relatives and friends, who ideally must have resided in the same district 
all their lives. Investigations of this kind are urgently needed. They would 
have a tremendous impact upon Departments of English and Anthropology 
in state universities that offer programs of research. So  now 1 am urging 
another look at American Regional English, one still narrower, closer and 
rather more detailed than that taken since 1930 by t l ~ e  various directors of 
the Ling~(istic Atlus of the United Stutes und Cu~ludu (LAUSC). Its aim would 
be to ascertain the speech usages of numerous older members, both black and 
white, wit11 little formal education, of the farming community. The illformation 
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so collected would provide a firm, solid foundation for all f ~ ~ t u r e  diachronic 
studies of American Regional English. 

An excellent survey of what has been done, and is being done, in American 
Dialectology has been given by Lee Pederson of Emory University in the re- 
cently published Manual for Dialect Research in tlze Southern States. In 
summarizing briefly what Pederson reports, I confine myself mainly to  the 
linguistic atlases. 

In the first place we all put LAUSC. This atlas was decided upon in 1928 
and launched in 1929 under the aegis of the American Council of Learned 
Societies. Its director was your eminent scholar, Hans Kurath, who in 193 1 
started and directed the fieldwork on the Atlantic Seaboard. Fieldwork was 
completed two years later and editing began in 193 1. The resultant 730 maps 
were published under the title Linguistic Atlas o f  New Erzgland (LANE) 
between 1939 and 1943---only thirteen years from start to  finish. Apart from 
the speed of its completion, LANE is a stupendous achievement. It has laid 
the foundation for all subsequent regional studies of American English. 
Further, the methods employed by LANE are fully explained in the HandbooF 
o f  the Linguistic Geography of New ~ngland,2 also an essential book in 
linguistic geography. 

Six associated but autonomous atlases are being compiled using the same 
methodology as LANE. But the maps will not be imitated. These atlases 
include: 

1.  The Linguistic Atlas of the Middle Atlantic and South Atlantic States. 
Fieldwork began in 1 933 and finished in 1949. The material is being 
edited by McDavid and A. L. Davis, but so far there are no publications, 
though the first fascicules were promised for last year. 

2. The Linguistic Atlas o f  the North Central States, directed by Marckwardt 
Fieldwork took from 1938 to 1956. Editing has begun but publication 
is a long way off. 

3. The Linguistic Atlas of tlze Upper Midwest, directed by Harold Allen. 
The fieldwork was carried out between 1947 and 1957; and the edited 
material, in map form, is at press.3 

4. The Linguistic Atlas o f  the Rocky Mountain States, directed by Marjorie 
Kimmerle, now dead, and T.  M. Pearce. Fieldwork started in 1950, but 
the materials are still not  edited. 

5. The Linguistic Atlas o f  the Pacific Coast, directed by David and Carol 
Reed. The fieldwork is now complete, but the editing of the materials is 
unfinished. 

6. The Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States (which here include Tennessee). 
The project, started in 1968, is making very good progress under the 
energetic direction of Lee Pederson. 
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In addition, we recall Gordon Wood's S~lrvey o f  Eight Southertl States 
(wliicli relied upon postal questionnaires). Then there are underway several 
linguistic atlases for separate states, namely for ~ k l a h o m a , ~  Missouri, Kansas, 
and Arkansas. And Bagby Atwood's Regional Vocabulary o f  Texas (Austin, 

University of Texas Press, 1962) is a memorable survey. 
Jt remains to mention F. Cassidy's Dictiotlary of  Americutl Regional English 

(in progress). This is based o n  1000 tape-recorded interviews by fieldworkers 
using his own questionnaire (of actual questions). It  is making excellent pro- 
gress and is eagerly awaited everywhere. 

It will not have escaped your attention that only Kurath's LANE of all the 
American linguistic atlases has so far been printed. But Allen's Upper Midwest 
Aths  is in press as noted above. Further, that work on  LAUSC has already been 
spread over forty years, i.e., almost two generations. This fact must be borne in 
mind when assessillg the comparability of the results of all the  atlases collec- 
tively. 

A project for a comprehensive linguistic atlas requires the capture of the 
k characteristic speech usages of representative native speakers of roughly the 

sarne age, education, occupation and social background. The task involves 
reliance upon a specially compiled samplingquestionnaire, one that  pays due  
regard to  lexical, phonological, morphological and syntactical items. 

Such a questionnaire may be of two types. It  may be a postal questionnaire 
for completion by a large number of informants throughout the region under 
survey. The method of investigation concerned, which is termed indirect, 
produces a vast amount of information for each item under consideration; 
and it does so quickly and cheaply. Any errors in any one  informant's responses 
will quickly show up and be corrected by the collateral evidence of the other  

It. 
informants. Its chief strength lies in its ability t o  obtain an abundance of 
lexical evidence. Phonologically, it is worthless, for untrained informants can- 
not be expected to indicate in ordinary spelling different pronunciations such 
as Tennessee time when pronounced t z m t E- Em t z L M t a. m 

t a :  M t a i m tp m And Tennessee forms of bog, dog, log, cross, and 
e bird, third cannot be adequately represented other than phonetically. 

Boundaries between dialects most clearly emerge from the analysis of differ- 
ences in pronunciation. Postal questionnaires d o  not reveal these differences 

5 aiid therefore are quite inadequate for comprehensive investigation. 
T l ~ e  other type of questionnaire is that designed for use by trained field- 

workers in directly investigating the speech of representative informants. I t  
iias two sub-types, one comprising a list of the notions (sometimes given in 



coiltext) for  svhicl-1 local expressions are wanted; and the other a questionnaire 
of actual questions, all i;~te:-~dcd to be put to the informarits by the ficldworker 
exactly as drawii up. The number of questions in such a questionnaire will 
be determined by the estimated length of the whole project, including the 
fieldwork and tlne prod~lction of the material in print and, of course, the 
funds availablc. Tlie themes of the questions will depend upon the aim of 
the investigation, whetiicr general or  specialized. General questionnaires 
usually contain ilotions or  questions referring t o  the language of the farming 
community. 

The first type, the notional type, is tlie one that has been favored to  date, 
or  perhaps until recently, by all the American surveys. The notio~is were 
originally selected by Kurath and his colleagues and were first printed in the 
Nuridbook of 1939. Collectively they are known as Work Sheets. 

The notional questionnaire does not include actual questions, but allows, 
indeed requires the fieldworker t o  frame his own questions: and he is en- 
couraged t o  ask them in a conversational way. This method, so it is claimed, 
encourages tlie informant t o  free himself from any tension arising out of 
being interviewed; he can thus respond in a natural, relaxed manner. A speci- 
men of McDavid's method--he is morc experienced in fieldwork than any 
other American---was reported in Atwood's 1963 review of the "Methods of 
American Dialectology." To get the local expression for a "see-saw," 
McDavid's question took the following form: "Yolr 'tl llal!e u plalil; la)*irig 
ucross--nla.ybe u section o frail  ferlcc or u sawllorse or sornctllitlg lilie tllat, 
u~l t l  n kid gets on o m  end atld a ~ ~ o t l z e r  gets o t ~  tlze other utld tllep yo u p  atzd 
down,  wI?af clo yoli cull tllat ?"5 (In the lead t o  the crux, "What d o  you call 
that?" the informant is confronted with at  least eleven different ideas; and 
tlie Inere mention of sawhorsc~ might suggest the form of the response---not 
an acceptable practice.) Blocli's parallel question, as reported by Atwood, 
was much briefer, namely : "Wlzat d o  y o u  call a plut~k laid ucross u trestle 
for cliildren t o  pluy o t ~ ? "  Blocli's approach was obviously milch more 
direct; as in McDavid's most recent published attempt, viz., "M~hut do j . o ~ i  

call tile pla,vground equipnzetzt tllut cllildren p1u.v oll--otle cllild baiutlciilg 
tlle other,  going up atld down.?"6 In a questionnaire published last year, the 
parallel question runs: "Wllat d o  y o u  cull ( I  plank balar~cc~d ur rllr ttliddle 
~v l~ ic l z  goes up  and d o w n  when children are seuted ut opposite e~zu ' s? ' '~  In 
the Dieth-Orton English questionnaire tlie question is asked in the coiltext 
of children's games and runs: "Cllildrerl ulso like to play o n  u l i j~l i tatel  . . . '.' 
(one can imitate with a pencil). It produced 36 different responses. 



,411 this goes to show that to leave the actual question to  be framed a t  the 
r last monlent by the fieldworker, ever) an experienced fieldworker, is quite 

iinnzcessary, and indeed 11ardly good enough. The fieldworker's task of  
Iieepil~g tlie interview lively, informal, economic in time and effort, and 
tliorougllly productive of strictly comparable material is formidable enough 
without req~~iring li~in to  think out  a completely satisfactory question in the 
informant's presence. I myself an1 an ardent believer in the "framed" or  "set" 
question. And you can imagine how I welcoived the appearance of actual 
questions---drawn up in full--in tlie Pederson-McDavid ~Zlatzual. This seems t o  
imply the editors' conversion. Yet it  is only partial, for the questions, either 
framed in t l ~ e  past privately by Bloch and McDavid. or by Pederson and his 
colleagues for tlle investigation of  the Southern States now in progress, are 
not binding on the fieldworkers using the iZlatzz4al. They are intended only as 
additional suggestions--"provided to assist beginning fieldworkers and student 
 interviewer^."^ "Trained fieldworkers" are apparently to be encouraged t o  
develop their own techniques. In passing, it may be noted that Cassidy pro- 
duced a very fine questionnaire for the investigations for the Dictionary of 
Alirericun Regloi~al Etlglislr: and likewise A. L. Davis about 500 questions 
for the investigations for his Atlas of Staizdard Americall Etlglisll. In both 
questionnaires the questions are drawn up in full. So, too, are the over 1300 
questions in the DiethOrton Qucsriotltraire printed in 1952---an innovation 
then---for use in the English Dialect Survey. Incidentally, the Dieth-Orton 
Qlteatiotriluire has been adversely criticized o n  the ground that it fails to  
provide data comparable to  that obtained by LAUSC. However, a rough 
estimate sl~ows tliat just under half the notions in the fundbooli 's  Work 
Sheets have little if any relevance to  the c u l t ~ ~ r a l  background from which our 
informants were selected. A questionnaire containing set questions seems t o  
me efficient, ecoiloinical in time and money, readily understood, smooth- 
running, less tiring, and productive of as much conversational material as is 
requisite. But it must be handled by a fieldworker who has been thoroughly 
trained in interviewing and is conversant with the problems raised by the 
questions. A poor. untrained fieldworker will ruin the best questionnaire. 

A year ago in a public lecture given in the Department of English in the 
University of Tennessee, I ventured t o  put forward certain proposals for an 
early and speedy survey of Tennessee Regional English by fieldworker, 
questionnaire, and tape-recorder. I repeated them at the American Dialect 

8 Society in New York on December 27th last. They may be summarized as 
follows: Tennessee---and other states--should independently carry out  a 



short-term, state-wide, direct. close-meshed, detailed, comprehensive and 
tape-recorded survey of the older type of American Regional English, the 
type ordinarily used by ca re f~~ l ly  selected representative informants from 
rural cominunities. Such surveys would supplement those of LAUSC and of 
Pederson in the  Southern States, although considerable discretion would be 
necessary in comparing the results. After all, there would in general be a 
pretty long interval between the proposed surveys and those carried out  
earlier for LAUSC. 

The  ultimate aim would be t o  compile a state linguistic-atlas that would 
reveal o n  maps tlie characteristic speech usages of the older generation. The 
survey would be restricted t o  farming people, both black and white, with 
little formal education. The  inhabitants of towns and cities, as well as all 
college-educated adults, would be ignored. The  immediate aim would be to  
amass, by direct investigation, a large corpus of information about how cer- 
tain representative speakers in rural areas talked t o  each other. This informa- 
tion would provide a firm, reliable basis for all future diachronic studies of 
American English. It is required in vast quantities, and speedily too.  Neither 
the fieldworker nor the tasks of editing and publishing should be allowed to  
drag on and on ,  A department embarking o n  such a project should establish 
a small but  strong com~ni t tee  t o  drive it forward with purpose and energy. 
Each department should sponsor the project and hold the copyright of all 
the information collected and printed. The  committee should foster the 
project in every possible way, should be responsible for obtaining funds for 
its support,  should give encouragement and formal advice t o  the director and 
his staff, and should ensure that the material when collected was quickly 
published in a suitable form without Lmnecessary delay. 

If possible, the collaboration of Departments of  Anthropology should be 
sought. After all, bo th  the dialectologist and the  anthropologist collect folk- 
lore and descriptions of folk-culture material and of its uses; and so in certain 
respects their aims and methods coincide. A joint headquarters could there- 
fore be established in a university for conserving the records, for  housing the 
necessary recording equipment such as reel-, cassette-, and video-tape recorders, 
and cameras for pliotographing implements, as well as the  laboratory for 
listening t o  mechanical recordings, and tlie editorial room, too. All this 
would take time and involve organization and expenditure. The Survey of 
E~lglislz Diulects, edited by Ilurolcl Orton and Eugen Dieth, based o n  eleven 
years of  fieldwork and nine years of editorial work, cost Leeds University at 
least L90,000, wid if certain salaries were included, at  least t120,OOO. This 
cxcludes subsidies froni other funds. 



Such a survey requires an enthusiastic and qualified director, who must be 
familiar with local folk-culture and also be wholly acceptable in rural America. 
I am convinced he should be an American. 

Not more than a year sliould be spent in planning and organizing the survey, 
establishing the l~eadquarters, selecting the network of  localities for investi- 
gation. finding the informants, and training the fieldworkers up  to  the 
necessary high standard of expertise. However, the survey should be com- 
2leted within a short period, say, five years all told; and nothing sliould be 
added to the research results thereafter. 

Tlie informants should be 65 years old o r  so, men and women, black and 
white, and tl~oroughly knowledgeable and cornmunicative about their 
occupations. They should have good heads, good teeth, good hearing, and 
good eyesight; and they should be interested in the investigation, as well as 
friendly and cooperative. 

The network of  localities should consist of ,  say, six per county, but be 
closer, of course, if time, money, and workers should permit. In general, the 
actual localities sliould bc selected after discussion with those who know the 
local history. But the final choice should be made by the fieldworker after 
personal reconnaissance on the ground. 

The survey should be carried out  by the direct method, by fieldworkers 
using with the informants a specially compiled questionnaire. This should con- 
tain set cluestio~ls, whicli should be expertly drawn up in advancc. Thus all tllc 
questions would be asked in the same way throughout the network, ensuring 
a higher degree of comparability between the relevant responses. 

The interviews should be tape-recorded in full, as jn Pederson's survey. I 
now believe that, with such excellent tape-recorders at our disposal, we need 
no longer impose upon the fieldworker the traditional burden of phonetically 
transcribing all the informants' responses and the relevant incidental material 
from his conversation. Transcribing is time-consuming, disturbing t o  the 
informant, and, I fear, by no means accurate, no matter how accomplished 
the fieldworker is. His main task must in future be t o  ensure that the in- 
formants' responses are correct and full enough; that the questions are 

s, answered properly. It is really very difficult t o  transcribe phoneticaily a 
word or words heard only once at all accurately. Indeed, I d o  not think i t  is 
possible. Infinitely more reliable information is available from the tape- 
recorder, which, by a simple loop device, enables one to  listen t o  the same 
word or  words repeatedly. Further, one can pick out  sounds from the tape 
that would otherwise escape one's attention. This cassette recording was 



taken in 1971. Made in the open air, it records tlle free speech of a former 
teacher. You may note in particular the two types of pronunciation of bird, 
one of which has two, if not three variants; and also the curious mil-sound at 
the end of sugar and skipper ,  as well as the well-marked diphtl~ong in l l a ~ ? ~  

when pronounced before a pause. [At this point a cassette recording was 
played.] 

The fieldworker should be carefully trained in handling the questionnaire 
and, of course, the informants too, as well as tlle recording equipment. They 
should be pr~fessionals and full-time workers--not amateurs or undergraduates: 
or policemen, as was suggested from the audience at the American Dialect 
Society meeting in New York. Doctoral candidates who should go on  to  
prepare their dissertations on the results of their fieldwork sl~ould be engaged 
for the purpose. They should, of course, be young, active, enthusiastic, and 
conscientious. 

Since the interviews would be tape-recorded and no phonetic transcriptions 
made at tlle time, expert phoneticians would be required to  transcribe all the 
desired information from the tapes---an onerous task, indeed, as everyone 
knows who has experienced i t ;  yet worth the time, labor, and the acquisition 
of all the skill involved. 

The special questionnaire must be balanced. relevant, comprellensive, and 
long enough. It should include all the significant notions from Kurath's Work 
Sheets and any other productive notions specially relating to  the state con- 
cerned. The questions should be short, simply expressed, interesting, lively, 
and completely relevant. Diagrams and gestures should be used when neces- 
sary to  clarify tlle questions. The questions should put the notion clearly in 
the mind of the informant and leave him to  express it in his own words. The 
notions to  be named should have statewide and, if possible, nationwide appli- 
cation. 

Professor Nathalia Wright and I last year drew up a questionnaire of this 
kind with the help of Miss Jean Jones, a doctoral candidate who has just 
finished a dissertation on the regional English formerly used in Cades Cove 
in Blount County. This questionnaire was hastily, too hastily, drawn up for 
the use of my class in Dialectology; it was subsequently published by the 
University of Tennessee. We are using it again this quarter for training rnorc 
potential dialectologists. It contains over 1200 questions. Let me ask one or 
two from it. [At this point questions were asked from the Orton-Wright 
Questionr~aire 7.7-9.2 (pp. 8-9) and an illustrative cassette recording was 
played reproducing the responses given by a sixty-year-old informant from 



re 

eY 
iates: 

Maryville, Tennessee.] 
In addition to the responses to  the questionnaire, information would be 

needed about current grammar, intonation, word stress and other phonetic 
matters. This can be best obtained from tape-recordings of the informant's 
free conversation. He would be encouraged to  talk uninhibitedly about his 
work. his farming operations, and those of his boyhood, about social life in 
the community, about local worthies of the past. about local events of today 
and yesterday. and so on. Indeed. the fieldworker should get llim to  talk for 
an l i o ~ ~ r  or so about anything that interests him. The important thing is not 
what he says, but how 11c says it. 

1-11 end my talk with a sample free-recording made in 1967 on a reel 
recorder at Fort Scott, just inside the eastern border of Kansas. 

Some people have told ine that to  get black informants to  cooperate will 
be difficult. In my experience this is not so. The last speaker was a black 
grandmother of fifty or  so: and tlie informant who was tape-recorded whle  
answering the above-mentioned questions was also black. 

Well, dialect recording and dialect research is tremendous fun. It is also 
tremendously important in philological and linguistic studies. I do  indeed 
warmly commend it to my audience. 

P.S. The tape-recorder is an absolutely essential instrument in the fieldworker's 
eql~ipment. My students and I have learned to  rely upon it in investigating 
regional speech in Tennessee, North Carolina, and Kansas. It reveals very 
clearly tlie nuances of pronunciation. You yourselves, I believe, found little 
if any di f f ic~~l ty  in appreciating the differences in the Nashville woman's 
several pronunciatio~~s of bird or in her articulation of the final sound in 
\X lp l1cJr -  and silgur. Incidentally we have noted this same curious uw-sound 
i n  other speakers from Nashville, West (but not East) Tennessee. Virginia, 
and from western Georgia. We think we can now account for the widespread 
Tennessee diphthonging of all the normally short vowels in heavily stressed 
monosyllables: it reg~llarly occurs before a pause, e.g., at the end of a sense 
group. We also understand the conditions in which short vowels may be 
le~igtllened in open syllables in heavily stressed disyllabic words. This feature, 

too, occurs before a pause. We're wondering whether these changes are re- 
sponsible for the widespread assumption of the existence of the so-called 
"Southern Drawl." The possibility of both these conditioned changes in 
Ten~~essee---and do~~bt l e s s  elsewhere in the South--necessitates a cautious 
attitude toward words of these two types when given as single-word responses 
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to set questions. So in order to  obtain the requisite corrective information. it 
becomes all the more necessary to  secure sufficient quantities of incidental 
(or conversational) material during the interviews and of free speech. Another 
difficulty is provided by final voiceless plosives, which may be unexploded, 
or even dropped. On the  other hand, the fricatives f, s and tll emerge dis- 
tinctly enough; and so do retroflex t ,  d ,  s, z and r. To sum up, I myself am 
content to  rely entirely upon tape-recorded interviews. 

NOTES 

1. Edited by  Lee Pederson, Raven 1. McDavid, C. W. Foster, and C. E. Billiard (Atlanta: 
Georgia State University, I 972);  hereafter cited as Manual. 

2.  Edited by  H. Kurath, Julia and B. Bloch, and M. Hansen (Providence: Brown 
University, 1939; New York: AMS Press, 1972). 

3. The first volume has just been published as The Linguistic At las  o f  tlze Upper Mid- 
li:f:i, Volume I (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1973). The distinguished 
editor of this learned work has my complete admiration and richly deserves the gratitude 
of all dialectologists. 

4. Directed by  W. R. Van Riper. This is the  first state survey t o  be entirely tape-recorded 
5 .  H. B.  Allen and G.  Underwood, Readings in Americun Dialectology (New York: 

Appleton-CenturyCrofts, 197 l ) ,  p. 15 .  
6 .  Pederson, Manual, p. 123. 
7 .  Questiotznaire for the  Investigation o f  Arnerican Regional English, ed. Harold Orton 

and Nathalia Wright (Knoxville: University of Tennessee, 1972), p. 26.  
8. H. Orton's Iiltrodlcc~rior~ ( 1963 j ,  p. 39ff. to  Szlr.~,e?l 0.f Lrlg1i.rl1 1)raIecl~ ed. by  

H. Orton and E .  Dielh (Lecds:  E.  J .  Arnold & Son,  1962-1971). 
9 .  Manual, p. 99.  
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Art in the Sahara of the Bozart: 

Culture Comes Memphis 

nta: 

de 

rded. 

I N 1962 HISTORIAN Gerald M. Capers. 
author of Tile Biograplzy of'a River Towrl, touched off a heated debate in 
the Press-Scinzitar, when he expressed his candid opinion of his home town: 

Memphis is a friendly, pretty, progressive town and in many basic respects a 
good town to live in. I was brought up here, most of the best friends I have in the 
world live here. and the pleasantest associations of niy life are connected with it. 

Since I left herc 30 years ago, I have come back, usually twice a year. I read the 
Memphis newspapers, hear the palaver on the buses, streets, and at  parties, and my 
mother sends rne clippings giving the local news. 

But there is something I have always wanted t o  get off my chest --- an opinion 
I have held for at least 20 years, which becomes more confirmed with the passing 
of tirne. As a former historian of the city. and a student of American cities in general--- 
and since I am not running for office --- fortunately I can speak my mind freely. 

Many a beautiful woman is short on brains and character. This is how Mcmphis 
strikes me. Its dominant note is one of pure "dee" country ignorance and prejudice. 
The stultifying false rnodesty, hypocrisy and generally muddled thinking of  the 
evangelical Protestant sects make any realistic or even honest approacll to the age- 
old human, philosopllical and social problems extremely difficult. 

At the other end of the scale is the blind, stupid reactionism of the average Mem- 
phis businessman and his camp followers, the doctors and lawycrs, and the so-called 
Memphis "society" --- largely a bunch of parvenus and social clinibers. 

Sometinies Franklin D. Roosevelt was wrong, but  he was never more right than 
when he called the South the nation's No. 1 problem. No large Southern city. in 
my opinion, so presents in bold relief the intellectual poverty of the South as 
Memphis. 

It is Bible Belt with a vengeance. If old C.  P. J .  Mooney [editor of the Comn~cr- 
cialAppeal for many years] were alive, I'm sure he would blast out  with caustic 
comments, and H. L. Mencken would dub  its citizens "Boobus A~ner ican i~s  
Memphisanus." 

All cities have their own provinciality. even New York,  Paris, and New Orleans. 
But cities d o  have, I think, a personality, and there is such a thing --- paradoxical 
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though it sounds --- as a cosmopolitan provincialism, which is conspicuously absent 
in Memphis. Of course, Memphis differs only in degree from the average American 
city like Kansas City and Cleveland, bu t  the degree is considerable. 

The proof of the pudding is in the eating. In its 140 years of existence, has 
Memphis ever produced a poet,  a novelist, a musician, an artist, a scientist o r  even 
a judge of  national character? W. C. Handy might be  so regarded, but  its typical 
contribution to the national scene are Boss Ed Crump, Clarence Saunders, Richard 
Halliburton, Memphis Bill Terry, Machine Gun Kelly and now Elvis Presley. 

The only exception I personally know, and m y  knowledge is admittedly limited, 
is m y  collegemate (at Southwestern) Abe Fortas, Washington attorney and former 
Under Secretary of  the  Interior . . . . But, considering the fair amount of  humanity 
born in Memphis in almost a century and a half, in the midst of  a section that pro- 
duced Roark Bradford, William Faulkner, L. Q. C.  Lainar, and George Washington 
Carver, i t  is a bit surprising that so few individuals of the species in Memphis, besides 
Handy and Fortas, ever caught any of  the fire o f  ~ r 0 m e t h e u s . l  

The  response to Dr. Capers' attack was immediate and f~lrious; Memphians 
of all callings came t o  the defense of the "City of Good Abode." Novelist 
and historian Shelby Foote  challenged some of Capers' views but  supported 
others: 

Memphis is provincial. Memphis has never produced a great man. But neither, to 
my knowledge, has Minneapolis. 

It  is true that there is n o  aesthetic climate in Memphis. The high-income group 
doesn't accept responsibility for fostering the arts. But this is true of these people 
as a class, not  just the ones in Memphis. 

I think probably Meinphis has fewer virtues to  redeem its faults than most cities. 
The reasons for  this have long interested nle. The poverty here is n o  doubt  a bigger 
problenl than most people think. 

But if there is a single reason I think it may be  the long rule of a political machine 
here. The  "barrelhouse" element is important t o  a young, growing town. Mr. Crump 
destroyed it when he cleaned ou t  all the gambling. He gutted Memphis. He took its 
vitality away and ruined what I call a town's sportin' life. Without a sportin' life 
the aesthetic element doesn't grow. 

Like Dr. Capers I see so much wrong with the South and with Memphis. But I 
think these problems are universal. We see them so well here because the place you 
know best and love best appears most guilty.2 

Among the leading defenders of Memphis was the director of the Mem- 
phis Academy of Art,  Edwin C. Rust, who wrote, 

1 don't know any  city in America which has made such a conspicuous forward 
thrust in culture in the last 1 0  years alone. 
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In the last 10 years we  developed a symphony orchestra, Opera Theater,  the  
Shakespeare Festival, the new Memphis Academy of Arts, our city galleries were 
extended and we got the Kress Collection, our Civic Ballet received national recogni- 
tion on  tour, the Arts Festival is about  to  begin, Front  Street Theater emerged and 
Memphis State University and Southwestern have developed fine art centers. 

Tremendous things are happening here.3 

A decade later the controversy regarding Memphis' cultural life has not 
subsided. For Memphis, like many other  American cities, has ( to  use an over- 
used expression) an identity crisis. And,  t o  a degree, the arts are expected to  
resolve it. Leonardo da Vinci noted long ago that  the arts not  only reflect the 
culture of a city bu t  also generate culture themselves. Today civic leaders in 

j Memphis seem to  be aware of the value of  cultivating artistic artivities, and 
there are significant signs of progress: a recent addition to  the art museum; 
the co~npletion of Cook Convention Center; the financing of a new playhouse 

ns 
for the Memphis Little Theater; proposals t o  develop the river front along a 

1 
riverboat theme: plans for a Beale Street Blue Light district: a creative colony 
around the new Overton Square; a "Believe in Memphis" campaign; and 
attempts to gain federal funding for  a black music museum and library, where 
gospel and blues music might be studied. Yet a staggering indifference also 
persists, dramatically demonstrated in a recent poll of the Associate Councils 
of the Arts, which ranked Memphis eighteenth o u t  of eighteen reporting cities 
in per capita giving to  the arts.4 

A brief review of Memphis' development will reveal many factors which 
advanced (and retarded) art. Starting with only 53 residents in 18 19, the 
little river town attracted a varied population, which rose t o  663 in 1830, 
884 in 1850, 22,642 in 1860, and 40,226 in 1870, making it the largest city 
in Tennessee at that time, and fifth largest in the Sout11.~ The  railroad, 
steamboat, cotton and hardwood industries were the foundations for the 
prosperity of the town. A large proportion of the population was foreign 
born, principally Germans and ~ r i s h m e n . ~  Among the foreign societies were 
the Societe Francaise de  Secours Mutuel, the Irish Society (which became 
St. Patrick's Literary Society), the Swiss Gruetli Verein, the Unterstutzung 
Verein, and Turner's Gymnastic A s s ~ c i a t i o n . ~  The  purpose of  one such club, 
The German Casino Club, was "to cultivate ~ e r m h n  habits, the perpetuation 
of the German language and customs, and general sociability." But it was 
also important in the "encouragement of musical and literary t a ~ t e . " ~  

Because Memphis was a convenient stop between New Orleans and Cincin- 
nati, with four railroad lines in the 1850's, theatrical troupes stopped here, 



and in 1857 a $40,000 theater was c o m ~ l e t e d . ~  Such well-known names as 
Dan Emmett  and Junius Brutus Booth played ~ e m ~ h i s . l O  By 1860 the city 
had two medical schools, two theaters, six bookstores, eight newspapers, and 
several literary magazines.11 Most of the latter were run by ladies, during the 
"Feminine Fifties," when women were so dominant in literary and dramatic 
activities. l 

During the Civil War Memphis was captured by  federal troops. It  suffered 
greatly because it was a prison town, filled with bitterness, friction, and 
sickness; both  federal and Confederate prisoners were here, creating a cross- 
current of tension. Memphis became a "rough and ready" town, culminating 
in 1916, when i t  was called "Murder Capital of the world." l3 Many of the 
older, more  genteel families left. After the war and the pcriod of  reconstruc- 
tion, just as the town began to  recover, it suffered terrible decimation from 
two yellow fever epidemics. In one at least one-third of the population was 
wiped out.14 I t  was a town also known to  be a center of endemic diseases, 
including malaria and typhoid fever. It  was surrounded by swamps and 
suffered violently from floods -- not the city on  the bluffs, but  all around 
the area. Memphis would be isolated from the rest of the territory for long 
periods, and sickness would set in again. All along the way Memphis lost its 
most talented people to  such cities as St. Louis. Nashville, and IVew 0rleans.15 
Rural blacks and whites, rich in folk tradition but  suspicious of non-indigenow 
culture, came ou t  of the swamplands and down the river to replace them. 

Memphis was also a town of opportunists: a sporting, gambling town. This 
became a tradition here. Art o r  culture was really despised: it was considered 
something to keep the ladies in the parlor and ou t  of mischief. And it was 
certainly not  considered anything that was manly o r  t o  be taken seriously. 

Actually, the incipience of any kind of cultural activity in early twentieth 
century Memphis has to  be associated with certain ladies' clubs. There were 
a few men who appreciated the value of art for itself, but  they were few in- 
deed. One was Rabbi William Finesliriber of Temple Israel, who was vice- 
president of the drama league, which read and discussed plays by Shaw, 
O'Neill, and Chekhov and encouraged professional drama in the community.16 
Another was Mischa Feibish, cantor of  Baron Hirsch Synogogue, who pub- 
lished the Tri-State Musical Journal,  which uniquely publicized musical 
events in Tennessee, Arkansas, and Mississippi and contained articles about 
local musicians and music teachers as well as essays on music.17 The  three 
Cortese brothers --- Angelo, Joseph, and Jack -- who came originally from 
Italy and Canada, were outstanding impresarios and talented musicians 
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theniselves. Their promotional territory extended from Rlississippi t o  Canada; 
they managed tours of Galli-Curci, Schurnann-Heink, Heifitz, Schipa, McCor- 
mack, Melba, Elman, Kreisler, and inany other great musicians. They also 
brought opera companies, ballet troupes, orchestras, dramatic conlpanies, 
and Broadway productions to Memphis and other southern cities. For  many 
years they managed the Meinphis Open Air Theater, taught music, and per- 
formed individually and as a trio. l 8  I t is obvious that neither Fineshriber, 
Feibish, nor the Corteses wcrc sons of the South. 

Mainly the women fought the good fight for art. Outstanding was Miss 
Florence hlclntire of an old southern family. Ladies of gentility in her day 
werc expected to cultivate some creative talent, such as painting, needlework, 
or playing the harp. But she took her studies seriously and had real talent for 
painting. She came to know very prominent people of the day --- Robert 
Henri, Childe Hassam, James McNeill Whistler, and George Remington --- and 
corresponded with them. For a time she studied with Robert Henri in New 
York and he was most important in her development. She wanted to  realize 
the beginning of some kind of an atelier in R'lemphis and she was able to  win 
over several ladies associated with Memphis' Nineteenth Century Club.' 
This club described itself as a "little band of  women thirsting for  knowledge . . . 
and higher culture," but  it did mucli more.20 One of  the Nineteenth Century 
ladies, Miss Rosa Lee, donated to the art school the Lee property (now part 
of the Tennessee Historical Society's property on Adams) and purchased the 
Fontaine House for the same purpose, Miss Mclntire's cause. Miss McIntire 
also convinced city officials th3t they should make it into a city school. This 
was the beginning of the prcscnt Memphis Academy of Art, first recognized 
art school in the Mid-South.21 

Among the talented artists who begain their study under her influence are 
Dorotlly Sturm, now a member of the faculty of the Memphis Art Academy; 
and Carroll Cloar, whose recent New York show received national recognition. 
Mr. Cloar believes that it was "absolutely phenomenal" that the school existed 
at that time in Memphis. It was the only place he could have studied art, corn- 
ing with the aid of a hometown patroness from a small town in Arkansas 
thirty miles away. Mr. Cloar still remembers that people in the early '30's were 
anlazed that a boy would study art. (He also studied piano, which was even 
more amazing.)7-2 

In time thcre was friction in Miss Mclntire's school, when new instructors 
cnnle in to fill gaps slie co~lld not lia~ldle because of her frailty and failing 
eyesight. She lived firmly in her own world and was adamant that this world 
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was not  going to change. The younger teachers and patrons wanted tlle school 
to progress and grow; she remained an enthusiast of Henri and Rernington, and 
emphasized discipline and tradition.23 The  newcomers who took over con- 
sidered her fractious and disagreeable and she severed her association with the 
school, the direct outgrowth of her life's work. Tlle courageous Miss Mclritire 
was also one of the first directors of the Brooks hilemorial Museum, arranging 
for many shows to visit hilemphis; she was first president of the Southern 
Art Education Association, which held jts first convention in Me~nphis  in the 
spring of 1 9 2 2 . ~ ~  

Other Memphis women worked t o  encourage the arts. Money for the con- 
struction of Brooks Art  Museum was given by Mrs. S. H. Brooks as a memorial 
t o  her husband. The oldest active musical organization, the Beethoven Club, 
founded in 1889 by  Miss Martha Trudeau, peaked in the 1920's with 2,000 
members.25 It  sponsored concerts by Gigli, Casals, Raclimaninoff, Paderewski, 
and.ot11er legendary artists and established junior departments t o  provide music 
education.26 Mempliis' first symphony was founded by Miss Augusta Semmes, 
who purchased the instruments, auditioned tlle musicians, and traveled around 
the country seeking talent.27 In 1920 Miss Fairfax Proudfit Walkup (later dean 
of the Schobl of the Theater of the Pasadena Playliouse) "issued a call t o  tea" 
which resulted in the founding of Memphis' Little Theatre.28 For  many years 
Mrs. Martha Angier sponsored a regular concert series, whic l~  brought such 
"names" as Marian Anderson, Eileen Farrell, the National Symphony of 
Washington, and the St. Louis Symphony with Vladimir G o l s c h m a ~ i n . ~ ~  

For  these women there was almost constant activity, as they played in 
small chamber groups, met  prominent musicians who came to Memphis, and 
planned new cultural events. 

But the Meinphis of the early 1900's was a fragmented city. Those pro- 
moting the arts were completely unaware of the indigenous art for111 which 
flourished on Beale Street, the l~eadquarters of the blues scene, headquarters 
of the blues singers themselves. Their attitude was reniinisce~lt of the Spanish 
aristocrats who looked the other  way when Flamenco music was played. 
Money from the cot ton exchange went into the pockets of blacks who spent 
it a t  places where they could hear blues. Some white folks loved black music 
too; Mr. Crump himself, for  instance, was a great lover of jug bands.30 Black 
music would be analogous to  what today is called underground music. Indeed, 
if "Furry" Lewis had been asked about his "art," he  would probably have 
replied, "I don't  paint pictures." 

Traditions of the plantations around the Mississippi mingled with emergent 
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urban techniques. During periods of natural disaster and economic depres- 
sion. Menipliis was the neck o f  an hourglass of migration. All the business of 
the Mid-South was done here. and musicians were lured from far distance. 
If they could not read music and had not  received any convcntional training, 
they puffed on jugs, strummed guitars, played l~armonicas, o r  just sang3 
By the turn of the century. the simple 12-bar blues, consisting of a one line 
refrain sung twice, followed by a third line, was an established form of ex- 
pression in the black community. 

Vaudeville, minstrel shows, and "doctor" (or  "medicine") shows featured 
blues performers. After the pitch for tlie cocaine, cathartic, o r  emetic, came 
a singer, guitarist, or jug band t o  entertain. Pee Wee's Saloon was a famous 
Ilaven of blues lovers. But blues were also performed in Dixie Park, the  black 
Church's Auditorium, and on the streets, where passers-by might throw coins. 
Major urban black singers, such as Bessie Smith, frequently passed through 
M e n ~ p h i s . ~ ~  

When one thinks of the blues, W. C. Handy immediately comes t o  mind. 
Undoubtedly, he was Beale Street's most distinguished composer. However, 
Handy was a trained classical and jazz musician, whose typical composition 
was far too sophisticated to represent true blues. He admits in his autobio- 
graphy that he did not  invent the blues form; in fact, he wrote down and 
copyrighted some melodies which were a part of his racial inheritance. He 
was also an excellent businessman who finally settled in New York to  managc 
h s  publishing firm.33 

Many of the blues classics were first sung in Memphis and, as a matter  o f  
fact, recorded here. A lacquer acetate was cut  - sometimes in a rented room 
of tlie Peabody Hotel, sometimes at hlccall's Hall -- and the matrix was later 
made in New York. The sound quality was surprisingly good in many cases.34 
As Paul Oliver notes, "For the Negro in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, o r  Yazoo City, 
Mississippi, the blues record afforded the first real opportunity of  contact 
through a mass medium with others of his social status."35 Special "race" 
series were made hcre. Fo r  instance, an autumn trip t o  Memphis became an 
annual event for Victor Records; most of their race records were recorded 
11ere.~6 Vocalion, Columbia, Bmnswick, Bluebird, and other  companies also 
stopped to cut records.37 All of the great blues artists were available: Howard 
Yancy, Joe Dobbins, Walter "Furry" Lewis, Gus Cannon, Will Shade, Huddic 
Ledbetter, "Blind Lemon" Jefferson, Walter "Son" Smith, Ma Rainey, Lilly 
Mae Glover (Ma Rainey 11), Otto Lee, Bukka White, Mississippi John Hurt,  
Reubin Lacy, Lewis Black, Mamie Smith, Laura Smith, Clara Smith, T o m  



Dickson, and Big Joe Williams. Some were directly identified with Memphis: 
Meinphis Minnie McCoy, Meinphis Slim (Pete Cliathanl), and the hlenlphis 
Jug  and.^^ 

Then in April 1939 the blues scene was fragmented when hlr. Grump shut 
down the "sportin' life" on Beale. No one  knows with certainty why lie 
suddenly "got religion," but  the dcatli of his son Joliil may have had somc- 
thing t o  d o  with it .  Also, the proximity of tl;e naval base at Millington posed 
new problems, for  the young men might be corrupted by all the vice.39 

No  study of tlie arts in Memphis would be coml>lete w i t l l o ~ ~ t  considering 
the role of Lloyd T.  Binford, tlie aesthetic equivalent of C r ~ l m p ~ s n i  from 
1928-1 955. Not  only did he become moral and aestlletic arbiter of Meinpli~s: 
his influence was great with critics t h r o ~ l g l l o ~ ~ t  the ~ o ~ ~ t l i . ~ ~  As the head of  
the movie censorship board, he forbade Chaplin fihns because of C'harlre's 
political persuasion; Ingrid Bergman films because of  lier personal nlorality; 
and all filrns with black actors who played any parts otlier than nlenials, 
because of  "community racial ~ t a n d a r d s . " ~ ~  Once he demanded that Lunt 
and Fontanne submit all scenarios of their plays for  his examination because 
one o f  them had contained "foul language." Of  course, they declined and  
vowed they would never again play M e ~ n ~ h i s . ~ ?  In FTebr~~arp 1933 he cut 
several skits from Earl Carroll's "Vanities" as t oo  risclue, in his opinion, for 
Memphis audiences43 This was, incidentally, while Memphis still liad a 
thriving red-light district. William Faulkner was pretty accurate when he 
repeatedly represented Memphis as the wl~orrliouse town. One disgusted 
Cornlnercinl Appea l  critic thought the "Vaaities" pretty Ilarrnless, conclud~ng 
his review with the remark that "The company left last niglit for Nashville 
where they will show in a 

In the 1960's there were many rediscoveries of forn~ei-  blues "greats." For 
an example, Bill Barth, Memphis musician whom 1 interviewed, rediscovered 
Skip James in Aberdeen, Mississippi, in 1963. He was a150 directly involved 
in finding Bukka White and Mississippi John Hurt.  Wllite had not f o ~ ~ n c l  work 
in Meinphis for  years, a l t l~ough he Iiad worked tlic Newport Ja77 L-'estival. 
had engagenlents 111 California, and liad toured Europe. I n  acidition, Bill was 
one  o f  a liost of canvassers who purchased old recordings from hlack people 
who had kept  tlierri through tlie years. Ilis B l ~ ~ c s  Festival. held in the Overton 
Park Shell from 1966 t o  1970.  represented tlie flrst major surfacing of  tra- 
ditional blues since the mid '30's. Sornc older Rlcrnpliians nostalgically t'njo!ed 
the kind o f  music they had once Iieard in dancellalls, on tlic strcetx, and  on the 
backs of  streetcars. Although amazingly popular, rt liacl to be cliscontinucd 
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because of a "decibel hassle" (ironically caused by rock groups who also 
used the Shell) and a prol~ibitive increase in the rent.45 

It has been charged that Memphis is merely a businessman's town, and that 
its newspaper the Co~~zrnerciul Appeal is most appropriately named.46 But we 
should not be too  harsh in our  judgment of Memphis commercialism. After 
all, its greatest promoter and patron of  the arts, Isaac "Ike" Myers, was a 
diminuitive, unassuming 1nerchant.~7 Singlehandedly, he brought the Metro- 
politan Opera annual tour back to Mempllis, as well as major art tours, and 
world-renowned virtuosi in all fields of cultural endeavor. Through the years 
tlie Chamber of Conl~llerce and Planning Cominission have stressed the 
"development of cultlira1 affairs" and creation of a "cultural 
To be sure, Memphis has had trouble recognizing its own product,  the pro- 
duct that caters to tourism. Calling itself "Hardwood Capital of the World," 
it has forgotten it is also the "Home of the Blues." The fact that Memphis 
has the fourth largest recording center in the nation, which is worth $100 
million worth of business. has created a new awareness of its musical heritage. 

A federally supported national black culture center has been proposed in 
a study financed by HUD. The proposal recomn~ends "the use of Beale as an 
axis for a music hall, visual arts building, open air market. and sunken out- 
door theater," as well as "the renovation of as inany buildings on Beale as 
possible." Handy Park and the statue of W. C. Handy would serve as the 
focal point.49 But tlie Memphis Housing Authority has already naiued a 
private firm, Beale Street U.S.A., Inc. t o  develop the Beale Strezt area. 
Whether or  not the private developers integrate I1UD recommendations, as 
they have pledged to do,  remains to  be seen. Until recently Memphis has 
been on a tight schedule: tearing down a building one day, declaring it a 
national monument the next. Undoubtedly there are strong traditions of  art 
in Memphis -- traditions which could beget a renaissance in the near future. 
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JAMES A. PATRICK 
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Knoxville: The Architecture 

of Ambiguous Imagination 

A KCHITECTURE, LIKE other continua 
which we experience, graphic. typographic, and natural, is now thought to 
be patient of division into periods and movements. This practice is new, for 
the naming of  architectural styles and epochs began only with the period of 
elegant archaism wliicll we have called the Kenaissance. Arcllitectural his- 
torians are always disappointed that ~ b b &  Suger, when he stood in the apse 
of  his new church of St.-Denis, simply noted dramatically how tlie building 
moved him rather t!lan naming tlie new stylz.l Nikolaos Rlesarites gave a 
Iengtliy description of the Church of tlie IIoly Apo~t les ,  discussing its parts 
In detail, b ~ ~ t  he  never mentions the building's style.' The naming of styles 
~ n d  periods is a rcccilt thing. The Renaissance itself did not become a critical 
event in Western imagination until the Arrj'h-lu'rlrrzg identified it as such. 
Medieval architecture became decisively Gothic, with the barbaric allusions 
of that ndme, only during the sixteenth Before the sixteenth 
c e n t ~ ~ r y  the practice of rlaming historical movements and periods, apart 
from theological historiography and the vague epochs of tlle Roman poets, 
was rare, for what we now call history had not yet been invented. The 
invention of history as we understand it depended upon the discovery of  
facts, and facts in the sense which that use implies are the children of  move- 
able type, presumptuous orphans of the printing press who stand alienated 
in time and space; true because they are anchored in our Guterlbergian past 
with footnotes, but false because that past soon disappears in the pre-Guten- 
bergian world of  spoken and calligraphic tradition. Before scholars and 
scholarly communities could pretend t o  transcend time and place b y  taking 
shared critical views which presuppose objectivity with respect t o  things 
which happen, there could be no  names, no  styles, no  periods, n o  Gothic, 
no  Renaissance. Thus the fundamental division in the history of written and 
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graphic literatures is its division into traditional and historicist periods. Tra- 
ditional architecture, which belongs largely to  the period before 1500, was 
built by its contemporaries without concern for its meaning and without the 
expectation that architecture, o r  any other  art,  might successfully reassert a 
relation between its builders and the time-place continuum in which they 
felt puzzled, anxious, or  unsatisfied. Traditional arcliitecturc whether it is 
popular or  professional, is always self-confident, never self-conscious: sure of 
itself and its relations in time and place. Wllci: traditional arc!:itecture is 
innovative, as it often is, it is never aggrcssi\~ely ini~ovativc. IIagia Sopilia, t!ic 
Pantheon, St.-Denis, the Grcat I'yraniid at Giza, wc:re all innovativt., but t l ~ e y  
were also traditional. They were not liistoricist arch itccture, but  were the 
creatures of exllerience which culture !lad borne forward ~~ncritically to  its 
inlleritors. Tradition is tmdit io ,  or parudosis, t l ~ a t  wl~ich  t l ~ c  past 11ailds over 
to the future, t l ~ e  presuppositions whicll stand, ~~nenunciateci,  hcside our 
judgments. 

Historicist architecture, unlike traditional architecture, is always highly 
self-conscious and unsure of its relations in timetplace. It is usually revivalis- 
tic, or contemporary, o r  futuristic. Whichever of these relations to  time it 
chooses to assert, its motive is the same: the architects who design and the 
inhabitants who use the building agree that it is their function t o  reassert a 
new or right relation between human experience and time place. Whether 
the architect considers it his obligation to  express the present times (as nlany 
of our contemporaries do), or  t o  express the past or  even the future, he will, 
in each case, understand his task in the light of the historicist presupposition. 
Modem architecture and the Gothic Revival and the Greek Revival and Tlicl 
City o,f Tomorrow are all historicist. Historicism is in t l~ is  sense the same 
thing as romanticism, for romanticism is at  heart nothing other than a critical 
dislocation with respect t o  time and place which was either the cause or  the 
result of the invention of history which 1 have already mentioned. Roman- 
ticism, as its prophet Morse Peckham would perhaps agree,4 is chiefly the 
brave assertion of some human relation t o  time and place in an era in which 
the tradition no longer teaches us what that relation should be, o r  when, for 
various reasons, we decline t o  be instructed by it. 

The point bears emphasizing. The architects of the pre-historicist period 
would have been mystified by revivalism or contemporaryisnl or  f ~ ~ t u r i s m .  
It may be that we now tllink that medieval architects loved the past because 
we have been taught that t o  love medieval architecture is t o  love the past. 
but that is not what medieval architects thougllt. Tllough Eusebius would 
have agreed that the churches of Palestine displayed a certain glory,5 
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it would never have occurred t o  him to  ask if the architecture expressed the 
times. It is one of the certain signs of historicist theory that critics and de- 
signers and clients agree that  the architecture in question has meaning o r  is 
expressive of something, u s ~ ~ a l l y  of  some chronometric revelation. Architec- 
tural l~istoricis~n is not only closely related to  romanticism, but  it is intimatel) 
associated with, indeed it is perhaps the same thing as, the expression theory, 
which, in its several variants, suggests that  the outside of things, the visible 
work of ar t ,  expresses. the ineffublc intcrionty of the artist and llis times to  
t!le audieilcc. 

Architecture has been understood in this historicist fashion since the 
beginnings of our  republic. Thomas Jefferson chose a Roman provincial 
temple as the r~iodel for the Virginia capitol because he wished to  set forward 
the nobility of Roman antiquity, and t o  provide a model which his rustic 
contemporaries might imitate.6 On the evening of his return to  Washington 
after nine years' absence, Horatio Grecnough brooded by moonlight over the 
national capitol and reflected: 

Those pillars were no more mere shafts of stone: Luther and Melancthon. 
Russell. Hanrpden, Galileo, Savonarola, Sarpi, and a host besides, united in 
spectral majesty with the worthies of our own land t o  uphold the roof! The 
wholc was cenrented w ~ t h  tlie bloodof 1nartyrs.7 

To  Greenougli the architecture of  the capitol was an adequate expression of 
a coinplex system of values which pitted Luther against the Latins. He could 
not  forebear quoting in another place a certain Mr. Smith, of Alabama, who 
had said in the House that  republics could not  succeed in Europe "because 
of their antiquities and their monuments, breathing, smacking, and smelling 
of nobility and royalty . . . ."* Emerson, who was Greenough's pupil in 
matters aesthetic, praised the United States Bank and the Bunker Hill monu- 
ment as "perfectly genuine works of  the times" in 1836.9 Louis Sullivan 
grasped and appreciated tlie conceptual structure of Darwinian evolutionism, 
and nlemorialized it as the idea of an age in the groping, searchng ornament 
of Carson Pirie Scott. lo  The historicists were, of course, inevitably divided 
as to  whether it was their duty  merely to  express uncritically the present; or 
whether the Wcltgeist spoke sometimes in moral tones. Richard Upjohn used 
Gothic for non-Catholic churches only reluctantly. l l Wright, however, was 
in the  secular mainstream when he concluded that  "in America we erect 
temples. . . not so much to  the  mystery of  great terrestrial or cosmic forces 
as t o  the interior o r  spirit-power of  manhood as relkased by American demo- 
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cracy and its sciences."12 American architecture is traditional only in cer- 
tain specific cases and in cultural backwaters which have escaped scholarly 
and poetic historicism. Perhaps farm houses were, and perhaps suburban 
split levels and mobile homes are. But our capacity for architectural histori- 
cism is apparently inexhaustible. We took a simple Swedish cabin and made 
it a national cult object whose influence upon political history has not  been 
negligible. l 3  The United States was born historicist. 

Beginning, however, a t  about the time of the War Between the States, 
attempts were made to  overcome architectural historicism. These attempts 
consisted in part of the effort to discover non-historical analogies for design 
in organic or biological processes, or in industrial or technological methods. 
Another answer to historicism was eclecticism. Eclecticism is an attempt t o  
overcome historicism by trivializing it. My thesis is that the architectural 
character of Knoxville is explained by the fact that Knoxville passed over- 
night from a weak and confused l~istoricism to an irresolute eclecticism, 
and that there are reasons for this imaginative failure, if it is a failure, which 
contribute both to our understanding of Knoxville and to our understanding 
of historical architecture. I call Knoxville an imaginative failure because its 
image is not good. 

Advertising is the great popular imaginative expression of an historicist 
age, and against this historicist background cities succeed in popular imagi- 
nation or not at all. I doubt that the Chambers of Commerce of Nordlingen 
or Honolulu are more efficient or capable than the Chambers of Commerce of 
Dubuque or Meridian, but Nordlingen is an imaginative success and Meridian 
an imaginative failure. Gatlinburg is an imaginative success, but Knoxville 
less so. I intend now to comment upon Knoxville as the creature of an 
arclutecturally ambiguous imagination in an historicist age, but I will begin 
by praising her. 

There is no city in the Southeast, perhaps in the United States, through 
which a broad river wanders under three graceful bridges, and alongside which 
there is a road and a cliff. There is no city of two hundred thousand in which 
a great university stands on the hill next to  the city center, and from which 
one can see mountains in every direction. There are perhaps few other cities 
in which pines and and magnolias grow together. The suburbs of no  other 
large city feather into the foothills of the Smokies, and no other city is sur- 
rounded by lakes and framed by mountains. No other city is still so much 
to human scale. One can still buy farmer's cheese and daffodils behind the 
largest bank. 



Given, however, these praises, and the truths which I would claim they 
represent, it still remains that as a city, and especially as an historicist city, 
Knoxville is an imaginative failure. Miami and Cape Kennedy and San 
Francisco and Disney World, and Rugby, Tennessee, are not ,  in the liistori- 
cist sense, failures, but  Knoxville is. Though tlle works of J. F. and Albert 
Baumann14 are near misses, there is not,  nor was there cver. ally great examplt 
of the  Gothic Revival which swept the United States in the summer of ro- 
manticism. Knoxville was no  place for self-confident medievalism or for 
T h e  Castle o f  Otranto. There are only one o r  two significant buildings of 
the Greek Revival, one of which, our  much defaced City Hall, was built 
originally as a school for deaf in 1848. ICnoxville was no place for Walter 
Scott o r  Byron. Arcllitecture in Knoxville was always vaguely? vely vagiiely. 
Federal or  Italianate before the War, managing son~eliow to  miss almost 
completely the great arcliitectural revivals of the first lialf of the centi~ry,  
which however misguided they may have been, were imaginatively powerful. 
Tile vehicles of the soutliern culture during the nineteenth ce~i tury  were the 
landed gentry and their retainers, Negroes and rednecks. In East Tennessee 
the agrarian nobility was always thin, and the distance between it and thc 
other classes not dramatic. Knoxville, a city on a railroad, was capital of  a 
region of rocky valleys set between the ~nounta ins  and the plateau. It was 
possible t o  live, but never t o  thrive, on  tlle land. Its first citizcns were bankers 
and traders and merchants, not  planters. If in this respect it was ahead of its 
time, it nevertheless was out  of step. And tliere was always Knoxville moralit:, 
the morality of tlle indignant and ignorant, but not always righteous, poor. 
Amidst these circumstances Knoxville c o ~ ~ l d  hardly takc itself scriously as 
a cultural capitjl if by  culture we mean the larger culture of soutllern cities, 
of Charleston, New Orleans, Cincinnati, and even Nashville, as it developed 
during the early nineteenth century. 

The factors which had made architectural historicism weak aild architec- 
tural imagination ambiguous in Knoxville during the period of the great 
revivals were compounded by  that catastrophe among whose detritus we a11 
still live. Because of its geography and its history, Knoxville was a city which 
could know neither victory nor defeat. Here there could never be a common 
understanding of the past, because in Knoxville everyone had lost. "Knox- 
ville," as Seymour has written, "presented n o  united front as either victor 
or  vanquished. The people buried their past."15 The courthouse of Knox 
County, completed in 1921 by Albert Baumann, is a s t i ~ d y  in ambiguity. A 
vaguely European belfry dominates neo-classical windows. and a Palladianesq~l; 
porch the  columns of which are lonic paraplirases is silrrounded by a quatrefo! 
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The terminal of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, built in 1902, is a 
jumble of interesting Renaissance allusions, among which no  element domi- 
nates. The Southern Terminal has a crow-stepped roof. The Farragut Hotel 
was the last riposte of neo-Baroque. The early nineteenth century buildings 
of the University were gradually replaced by a late-flowering collegiate gothic. 
The commercial district muttered softly of H. H. Richardson and the  Second 
Empire. After the war there was nothing to  say because there was nothing 
which could be spoken with clarity. The architectural imagination of Knox- 
ville remained unformed. 

Having presented my thesis that Knoxville is a study in the architecturally 
ambiguous imagination, I must refer briefly t o  meaning of this meaningless- 
ness and the purposes of this irresolution. Ambiguity is not ,  of course, the 
same thing as sterility, or  poverty, o r  emptiness. The ambiguity of Knoxville 
results, I believe, not  so much from the poverty of Knoxville's historical 
imagination, as from the fuct that memory overburdens us. Knoxville is the  
inheritor in Tennessee of the colonial tradition, of the society which lay 
across twenty-four mountains at Fort Prince George, of King's Mountain. It 
was in Knoxville that Tennessee became a state, and in its hinterlands that 
Wautauga and Franklin were still-born. Knoxville is Alpine in the the heart 
of an agrarian economy which fattens on  the coastal plain. It  is the city of 
the mountain men, whenever they choose t o  have a city. Fifty miles to the 
north of Knoxville is the only university in the United States which is named 
for and endowed in memory of  Abraham Lincoln. Perhaps seventy-five miles 
to the South (as the crow flies) is Sewanee, that utopia of the defeated South 
to which distinquished Confederate officers retired to  keep intact the virtues 
of tlie South which was. Knoxville was the place to  which industry came first, 
but in many ways it is thc least industrial of  Tennessee's cities. The ambiguity 
of Knoxville's architectural imagination is born not  of the failure which comes 
from emptiness, but of an unacknowledged and diffuse weight of the past 
wliicl~ has not yet been satisfactorily resolved in self-understanding. It may 
never be. It may chance that television and the memory hole will direct that 
popular self-understanding upon which architecture grows great toward a 
subjectivity w!iicli is hostile t o  the past. 1 now consider it possible, but not 
certain, tllat we may allow the objective world to  slip away from us entirely, 
tliat we ourselves may disappear into a miasma of narcosis and mechanical 
life-s~!pport systems. 

In this sense the ambiguous imagination of Knoxville is a clinical paradigm. 
When tradition is lost in the presumptions of romanticism, it is still possible t o  
rediscover it. Some say that tradition cannot be recovered, o r  that it would 
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be wrong to  do  so. I believe they say this because of their poetic and philo- 
sophical investments. Nothing is more certain than that tradition can be 
reconstituted. If Charlemagne had been certain that it could not, there would 
have been no medieval empire, and if Luther had not believed that primitive 
purity might be regained there would have been no Reformation. If Thomas 
More had not believed that Greek learning could be recovered there might 
have been no English Renaissance. Romanticism itself was born of the anti- 
quarian yearnings of men like Leon Battista Alberti, who fed with Marsilio 
Ficino on the rediscovered thought of Plato and Vitruvius. The only thing 
worth fighting about is what the tradition really says. When tradition is lost 
or obscured, it may still be recovered through self-knowledge, and self- 
knowledge is not knowledge of the self, but the self's knowledge of the 
world. The conviction that the only important way of studying the past or 
of gaining self-knowledge is by reading is, of course, a post-Gutenbergian 
vanity, analogous, perhaps to educational commitmellts to television teaching. 
What people say t o  us is most important, and books are not what people te'll 
us, but what professors write for us; and professors are only one tiny group 
who enjoy reading papers to  one another, and who are taken seriously by 
governmeilt agencies, from Syracuse to Saigon, when it suits bureaucratic 
purposes. What art,  things made wit11 11i1man hands, tclls us is next most 
important. Among these made things architecture is of all the most signifi- 
cant. To  begin with the ambiguities of the architectural imagination of Knox- 
ville and to  follow tllern to  their sources, would be to  understand history, and 
would take us home again. "You can't go liome again" is a slogan as well as 
a title. It is cited most often by t l~ose  who tout antipilonally the delicate 
despair of polite alienation and the bittersweetness of surrealist presumption 
preferring h.vbris in the historicist slladows to the road. 
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Conversion and Commitment: 

Some Theoretical Considerations 

IKST, LET us briefly examine the F~ 
relation between the major concepts 111 the title: conversion and commitment 
Conversion is viewcd as a decision-making experience; decision-making is 
taken to be the first step in a commitment process. Therefore. conversion 
can be located at the beginning of a commitment process. We shall return to 
a treatment of the coinmitment process after considering some empirical 
observations from studies on religious conversions, nonreligious conversions, 
and variables involved in conversions. 

In this manner conversion is taken as a starting point from which the Inore 
general commitment process can be approached. This approacll is reflexive. 
Conversion yields inferences about comniitments in general, while cornmit- 
rnents in general should help explain conversion in particular. 

Religious COlll'el-5lOtl 

The study of religious conversion has often raised questions or ass~uned 
answers as to  whetller conversio~l takes place in an acilte turnabout expcri- 
ence or in a gradual process over time. Two generalizations may be made 
from conversion research. First, conversion is apparently much more often 
an extended process of change instead of a traumatic turnabout at a given 
moment. Second, but rlot so well documented, after conversion has occ~~rred. 
the turnabout variety is generally not maintained as long as the process type. 

The process versrls turnabout distinction can be found in conversion 
definitions. Certain evangelists, theologians, and several social psychologists 
advocate the turnabout view. A Durklleimian sociological perspective reflects 
the process stance.l Such definitions have typically been made prior t o  
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reaearch attempting to  verify either side of the distinction. Despite some 
l~riori definitions to the contrary, empirical studics on  this topic are noted 

to substantiate the process argument. 
One research team has tested a proposition that conversion occurs as a 

ritual performance rather than as instantaneous ~ a l v a t i o n . ~  Information o n  
decision makers in a Billy Grallam Crusade was examined in the contexts of 
the crusade organization and of the community. After a decision was made, 
the crusade organizatioil initiated a training program consisting of local 
cliurch referral and correspondence materials from the national crusade 
headquarters wllicll served t o  temper any instantaneous decisions which had 
occurred. 

Nearly three-fourths of the converts, contrary to a survey estimate of 
about one-third of tlie attenders, were no  more than 19 years old. Such 
youtliful converts did not secm to be wayward, alienated sinners drawn off 
the streets into the crusade meetings. Practically everyone came t o  the rallies 
with a cll~ircll group, family, o r  friends. Although limitations in data collec- 
t lo~i  did not permit the analysis of individual decisio~ls, ic was reasoned that 
the converted youths had been formally and informally primed by such 
groups to make their crusade decisions for Christ. These and other findings 
were interpreted to fBvor the Durklleimian view of ritualistic conversion 
sterrlming from one's continual group experiences. 

In another study, Collins examines individual conversions to  Catholicism 
and several Protestant sects.3 His guiding interest is in how conversion 
happens. Findings suggest that as a person interacts with others, new alter- 
natives arise to which one might convert. As  interactions with new acquain- 
tences and friends take place, new conversion alternatives come about and 
old alternatives are closed. Convcrsions are found t o  emerge as gradual shifts 
from one perspective to another. Beliefs are not suddenly altered. Although 
one who has undergone col~version may make a public declaration of the 
experience, this announcement is the product of the co~~vcrs ion  rather than 
the conversion itself. For a prospective convert, strong ideological appeals o r  
proselytization attempts by  ministers take a weak second place to  interaction 
with others in everyday situations. 

King and Hunt have related factor-analyzed dimensions of religious commit- 
ment to several circumstances of  Protestant church m e m b e r s l ~ i p . ~  Of 5 18 
useful cases surveyed, only 6 percent reported conversion without having 
been reared in a religious atmosphere from a church, family, or friends. The 
remainder, of course, did receive such influences. Even including those who 



grew up outside of  religious contacts, only 14 percent reported a "personal 
conversion experience" regardless of wllether they had matured with religiou 
otliers. In fact,  69 percent who were socialized into Cliristianity claimed to 
have joined the  church naturally upon reaching an expected age while 8 per- 
cent merely joined to please their families o r  friends. 

The  investigation by King and I-Iunt provides some basis for tlle second 
empirical generalization: the  relatively few who experience a sudden salvatiol 
are less likely t o  stay actively converted. 

King and Hunt find that  the small number of  converts who were brought 
up  outside an  interactive network of religious others were lower in more 
religiosity dimensions than those raised with religious others. More impor- 
tantly, if it can be assumed that conversions at evangelistic crusades are more 
often instantaneous than those proclaimed before regular congregations or 
with friends, it might be anticipated that the  former type of conversion 
circumstances would also be linked with what King and Hunt interpret as 
"less religious" o n  the  factored dimensions of religiosity. This turns out  to 
be the  case for their subjects. Those with revival conversions in tents, audi- 
toriums, o r  stadiums matched the  unconverted in lowness o n  religiosity. 

Religious and Otlier Kirzds o f  Corzl~ersions 
Until found otherwise, religious conversion is not thought to be an entire1 

unique kind o f  conversion. Although religion is what typically comes to  min 
when the  term is mentioned, the same form of experience might be  found 
with other  contents; commitments t o  political groups and perspectives, to  
occupational o r  marital choices, o r  t o  deviance probably correspond to 
religious conversion. The distinguishing features of tlle religious type should 
be those things distinctive of religion. Essentially, religion involves belief in a 
transcendent supernatural being t o  wllicll one relates. 

However, transcendence is posited ta be  an aspect of  civil religion as well. 
Since both  civil religion and supernatural, salvation religion (or  for that 
matter, deviant, marital, o r  other such commitments) can be considered a 
product of  group life, some of  the alleged uniqueness of religious conversion 
diminishes. 

A review of studies o n  all other  kinds of commitment would extend 
beyond the confines of this paper. Nevertheless, several studies and specula- 
tions of how people come t o  join religious and social movements will serve 
to illustrate some of the circumstances leading to and maintaining conver- 
sions. Table 1 portrays features explicated fro111 several analyses. 
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Tuble 1. CONVERSION CIRCUMSTANCES 

Toch draws from material on social, political, and religious movements, 
along with biograpliical accounts, in order t o  piece together a sequence of  
conversion Some people, says Toch, are socialized into society but 
become disillusioned because of discrepancies between their socialization 
and other experiences. A final advanced form of disillusion may come as a 
precipitating experience to  conversion. The  actual conversion occurs with a 
precipitating transaction. 

Observatiolis on a religious cult attempting to  make converts led Lofland 
to describe two kinds of conversion conditions.6 The  first set, predisposing 
background conditions, consists of the potential convert feeling tensions, 
taking a religious approach t o  solving tensions ratlier than a psychiatric or 
political approach, and defining one's self as a religious seeker. The  second 
set is made up of interaction or  situational factors. These involve contact 

To ch 

1. Childhood and 
later socialization 

2. Disillusionment 
3. Precipitating 

experiences 
4. Precipitating 

transaction to 
conversion 

Lof lar~d 

A .  Predisposing 
background 
conditions 

1. Feeling of 
tension 

2 .  Taking a 
religious 
approach t o  
problem solving 

3 .  Defining self as 
religious seeker 

B. Interaction or 
situational 
factors 

1 .  Encountering 
adherents at a 
turning point in 
life 

2 .  Establishing 
affective bonds 
with adherents 

3. Decreasing 
extra-adherent 
bonds 

4. Becoming a 
total convert via 
intense inter- 
action with cult 

Gerlach and Hine 

1.  Initial contacts 
2 .  Redefining 
3. Group inter- 

action and 
rededication 

4. Surrender of 
old identity and 
new decision 

5.  Commitment 
event with 
identity 
altering and 
bridge burning 
act 

6. Relating the 
experience t o  
the  group 

7. Group support 
for convert 

Kanter 

1. Sacrifices 
2 .  Investments 
3 .  Renunciations 
4 .  Community 

communion 
5 .  Mortification 
6. Transcendence 

of group 



wit11 cult members at  a turning point in the subject's life, creating bonds w1t1 
members, loosening bonds wit11 nonmembers. and intensive interactions in 
the cult. The timing of the background factors is not so important as their 
activation. However, time order is important in the interaction-situational 
conditions. 

The pentecostal and black power movements are the main substance pro. 
viding Gerlach and Hine's steps in ~ o m m i t m e n t . ~  After initial contact be- 
tween a subject and movement niembers, the next step is for one to redefine 
13s or  lier needs within the context of the movement's ideology. Supportne 
group iiiteractioti is needed t o  re-educate the prospect. Next comes a surren- 
der of the old identity and a decision to  be different. This is followed by a 
comlnitillent event where identity is altered and by a "bridge burning" act. 
A testimony should then be presented to the movement adlierents in order 
t o  firm the commitment. Finally, group support is needed in response. 

Whereas, Gerlach and Hine were concerned with steps for getting in and 
staying in a nlovenlent, Kanter outlines some mechanisms for commitment 
within communes and utopian communities of the past century.8 These 
mecilanisms are directed more toward commitment ma~ntenance than con- 
version building and are apparently not presented in a particular temporal 
order. Such groups need sricrifices, irreversible investments, and self- 
mortification from their members, along witli renunciations of the outside 
world. lildividuals need from tlie group comrn~~n ion  and a transcendent 
atmosphere. 

T o  some extent, these conversion-step analyses furnish information cor- 
responding t o  tlle first major finding of the research previously discussed-- 
tliat conversion is more often a gradual process than a sudden turnabout. 
The conversion sequences of Tocii, Lofland, and Gerlach and Ilinc under- 
score this. 

Several succinct remarks are offered by  Toch. According to him, "lmmedi 
ate wholeliearted com~nit inent  t o  iiew beliefs is probably unusual. More 
typically, tentative inquiry into available alternatives eventually cultninates 
in full dedication." Continuing, "The transaction of predisposition and ap- 
peal can occur with varying degrees of Lrl-ycricy and specij~citj~." He cryp- 
tically adds, "A conversion becomes Inore a lazy step than a plunge . . ."9 

The second research finding on terminations of rapidly made conversions 
is not so obvious from the sequences in Table 1.  However, the point will be 
raised again in a later discussion o n  commitment and commitment strength. 
For  the time being, a couple of things can be noted. In the first place, 
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sustaining interactions are undoubtedly important t o  keep a new convert 
committed. Persans who convert suddenly may well be unlikely t o  have such 
an adequate network of contacts with those already converted. Consequently, 
after conversions, tliey would not oilly have t o  develop their conversion 
conlmitments but would have t o  build relationsl~ips with other converts. 
Without reliable structuring interactions. it s'iould be easier t o  drop  the new 
commitment. This leads us t o  other aspects in the conversion scl~emes of 
Table 1--particularly interaction. 

In the sccond place, more lengthy conversion decisions can allow time for  
inoculation against other views. time t o  disentangle oneself from former 
relationships, time t o  identify with or  internalize a new role, o r  time t o  see 
if approval will be forthcoming from significant others in the ncw interactb~n 
network. 

Three other significant features, altl~ougll hardly una~lticipated, emerge 
from the conversion sequence analyses. One is that there must apparently bc 
some degree of disillusionment. tension, or  feeling of needs by  a potential 
convert. Sucli conditions might either exist in a subject or  might be developed 
by those already converted. Second, a relevalit ideology for alleviating those 
cognitive and/or bellavioral inconsistencies seems to be of some importance. 
But thirdly, and probably by  far the most important, there 11as t a  be inter- 
action with former converts if one is t o  become converted. Whereas the 
interaction factor may well be a necessary condition for conversion, it is 
doubtful that the tension or  ideological aspects acquire this status. 

Illteractioll is stressed least by  Toch who puts  stronger emphasis on dis- 
illusionmel~t and ideology. Otherwise, Lofland tends t o  stress interaction 
experiences for coilversioll more than Gerlach and Hine. Perliaps this is 
because Lofland's s~ibjects required more intensive interaction since they 
were converting t o  a more extremist cult than Gerlach and Hine's pentecostal 
and black power samples. 

In Lofland's view, unless religious seekers who were disposed toward 
religious solutions for  tension relief came into contact. friendship, and es-  
clusive, intense interaction with cult members, they could not  become 
"total converts." Without the final phase of intensive interaction. one would 
only reach the level of "verbal convert."1° He concludes tha t ,  "verbal con- 
version and resolutions to  reorganize one's life for  the [cult] are not  auto- 
matically translated in t o  total conversion. One I T I U S ~  be iiltensively exposed 
to the group supporting these new standards of  conduct."l l In fact, Toch 
suggests that pre-existing, not merely new, friendship networks among cult 



ineiiibers are cstreiiicly important for tiieir convcrsion.l2 
Simi1;rly. Gcrlacli and Iline relate that regarcllcss of w!letl~cr dispositions 

i > r ~ - ~ \ i s t  o r  are created. interactio~i with a partic-ii~ant is recluired t o  start tlie 
conversion ::recess. S~lci; initial contacts Lire said to  develop on  the basis of 
. . .,. 

.;i:: !t!i~.,:!t, l)revio~~sly establic!icll interactions. I11 tlieir \vorcls. "('omrnitiiient 
is a sociill plienoiiieiion. I t  cannot occur rior call it be 1iiaintai:ied i!l a social 
vacu~1i:1." (;erlacli and I-1i11e aclcl tliat grou!? interactio;i following t!ie public 
tt.sti~llo~;ial of :I conversion is ticcdeci t o  support cognitive ancl bellavorial 
c!ln iiges. 13 

Kanter's historical analysis of comniuncs and uto;?ian coiiirn~~nities like- 
wise indicated t!ie importaiice of interactions for  continuii;g coinniitrneiits. 
Co ln l~ l~~ l i i t j /  cni i ini~l~i ion is a doiiii i~ant charcleristic in successful gro:lps. 

Tiie earlier ;evicw of researcli on conversion 11ial.c~ the iiriportance of 
iiitcraction no surprise as we !low review taxonomies oT co;iversion steps. 
1 ; 1  particular, Collin's research reveals t l i ~ ~ t  day-to-day interaction is the 
vel!iclc, for convcrsio n. 

I'roc c ,  \c. r o f  ( h t r ~ t l z r t t ~ i o ~ t  unrl Its Stretzgtl~ 
It is !,ardly enough t o  conclude with a sunlmary of empirical generalization 

from the preceding studies. Tlie findings serve t o  i l lun~i i~a te  cluestions with 
\v;l~c!: to deal. One of these is: Wliat can findings on  conversion reveal about 
conimitnicnt in  general? In t l ~ e  opening of  this paper it was asserted that - 
conversion is a decision-making experience wl~icli  marks the beginning of a 
commitment. Commitment may now be defined as "the process of selecting 
a n  alternative position o r  course of action and niaiiitai~iiiig it in relevant 
s i t~~a t io i i s  with some degree of strength untll that position or course of action 
i? terminated and/or  replaced by . . . another a l t e r i ~ a t i v e . " ~ ~  Commitments 
a i r1  be made t o  any phenomena, including dispositions o r  behaviors. 

Coinmitment is seen as a process.15 T l ~ e  beginning part of tlie process is 
a decision by an actor or  selection of  an  hlternative which is more o r  less 
situationally o r  structurally imposed upon the actor.  Following such a con- 
version, wliicil can be a s~tbprocess in its own right, a commitment moves 
t!~rougli thrce conceptualized stages. The  first is a varying latent stage pre- 
cedirig the time when the  coniniitment is put into effect. Second comes the 
~ c t i v c  qtugc w l~e re  tlie cornmitrnent is enacted in pertinent situations. The 
t!lird stage is passive, taking place in irrelevant situations after an active 
episodc. The active and passivc stages oscillate throughout tlie history of a 
co~tiriiitment. However, a commitnlent iniglit be terminated at any stage In 
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tll~s process if an alternative decision o r  selection occurs. 
Despite ensuing stages of a commitment, our focus is on t!ie initial decision 

making. Some commitments, judging from conversions, may begin with a 
definite, mome~~tous ,  clear-cut decision in a situation. This type is diagramed 
in F ~ g ~ l r d A .  Suc!i commitments can be readily recognized by the actor who 
makes them. Drawing upon introspection, this analyst can recall certain dis- 
crete colnmitlnent-mal.ing experiences. One was to find a ilew job: the other 
was to use a particular scheme for distinguishing society from culture for 
sociology students. (Uot h of these decisions came while steppiog across cracks 
in respective sidewalks.) 

F ~ ~ L I Y C  1. TYPES O F  COMMITMENT-MAKING SITUATIONS 

A .  Turnabout o r  acute commitment making; immediately recognizable t o  t h e  
actor (convert). 

B. Processive commitment making; cresively recognizable t o  actor (convert). 

= situation 

= former commitment 

-------- = consideration of alternatives without making a commitment 

-ltHtWW = new commitment 

On the other hand it is recalled that many important decisions took place 
over peri3ds of time: deciding t o  become engaged, deciding to  be a socio- 
logist. Likewise, side-bet commitments, as described by  Becker, appear t o  be 
initiated in some sort of process in which the actor cannot recognize the 
commitment's beginning. The individual is only retrospectively aware that he 



or she has become committed to  a line of action.16 s 
Nr.vr.rtli~lr.ss, the gradual type of commitment-making must certainly have n 

had a beginning. I n  this paper, commitments are viewed to  have beginnings b 
marked by a decision o r  selection. How does this beginning come about in a f i  

commitment? Perl~aps, analogous to  butterflies, many are hatched but not all e 
of them survive t o  be recognized at maturity. a 

This type of commitment-making is representative of gradual conversion tl 
experiences. It is depicted in Figure 1 B. A former commitment, at some 
point, is dropped. Before an enduring new conlnlitment is made, the actor c 

might proceed through one or  more situations with alternatives but no s 
specified commitments. Then he might select a new alternative which would v 
last a miniscule amount of time before being dropped. From this point, the il 
dctor ~niglit relapse ~ n t o  considerntion of the alternatives or might even relapset 
into the former commitment. Eventually, however, the actor becomes clearly c 
committed t o  the new alternative. i~ 

Although they are not explicitly diagrammed in Figure IB,  these conditions n 
of considering and reconsidering alternatives, making a t  least one o f  several a 
new commitments, and relapsing into a former commitment may switch c 
about in various orders until the new commitment, for reasons soon to  be r; 

discussed, becomes firm. The period in which these vascillations are happenir 
is preceded by a time when the actor saw himself as an X and is succeeded c 
by a time when the actor sees himself as a Y. But exactly when the actor t 
stopped being an ,Y and started being a Y is vague.l7 c 

Another concept is useful for explaining why a particular commitment n 
might be maintained rather than dropped. This is commitment strength. 
Although analytically separate from commitment, commitment and commit- S 
ment strength have a mutually supporting empirical relation. Commitment f 

strength is "the extent or degree . . . with which a commitment is held."lg F 
Commitment strength is intrinsic t o  social psycl~ological intensity, cost-rewardn 
and balance, all of which provide avenues for its measurement. e 

For  the explanation at hand, commitment strength is proposed t o  impinge 
upon a given commitment, solidifying and maintaining it. As a commitment 15 
decision is being processively developed, it becomes stronger over time, due 
t o  profits or absences of further losses, due to  balances with other commit- 
ments, and due to  the overall intensity with which it is held. 

Particularly in the social psychological balance perspectives, commitment 
strength can be considered to occur through triangulation with other commit. 
ments, forming a multidimensional cognitive geodesic. A commitment gains 
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strength as it is seen by tlie actor to  balance with other commitments. As 
noted In the accounts of conversion steops, those other commitments might 
be to ideologies or  to  persons with whom one interacts. Any relevant tensions 
for a prospective convert can bc reduced with decisions which put related 
elements into balance. Of course, any tensions whicll are felt by an actor can 
also serce to weakcn tlie strength of former commitments and hasten their 
terminations. 

Social interactions were earlier suggested to  be a necessary vehicle for  
conversions. probably being more important than either tensions or  belief 
systems. If this be tlie case, then interactions are probably a significant 
vei:~clc for co~nmitmeiit strength as well. In emphasizing the importance of  
interactions, liowever, it sllould be kept in mind that commitment is still 
tlie basic process since tlie interactions and persons involved call be objects 
of commitnients simultaneously wit11 the conversion object. Furthermore, 
it is surtnisecl that important interactions help to  prevent conversion commit- 
1nc11ts frorn being dropped. The foregoing proposition can now be joined by 
another: the gredter t l i ~  importance of the interactions associated with the 
conversion commitn1ent, tlie greater the strength of the conversion commit- 
mcnt. 

Several additional propositions can now be construed from the context of 
conversion and commitment studies. Limited evidence has implied that long- 
term conversion decisions are less likely to  be dropped than rapid turnabout 
conversions. The related proposition is that processively developed commit- 
ments are l e ~ s  likely to be dropped tlian acutely made commitments. 

In other researcl! by the autlior it was found that high commitment 
strength decreased the likelihood of dropping a commitment.lq Coupling this 
finding with the preceding proposition, a new proposition can be derived: 
processively developed commitments are likely to be stronger than acutely 
made commitments. Whether this derived statement would hold up  under 
empirical testing remains to  be seen. 

S~cltltlzurj. u~rd (h t~c lus ion ,~  
Studies of conversions reveal a t  least four empirical generalizations: 

1. Conversion more oftcn appears to  take place as a prolonged decision- 
making process rather tlian as a rapid. turnabout decision. 

2. P~OCCSS conversions appear to  be more likely to endure than turnabout 
conversions. 

3. Important interactions with others appear to  be necessary for conversions. 
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4. Cognitive and/or beliavioral inconsistencies and ideologies appear to 
.have some significance for conversions but perhaps not as much as Bc 
interactions. 

sit 

The theoretical link between conversion and commitment is that conver- 
sion is decision-making and that decision-making is the first step in the I 
commitment process. The commitment process is, in turn, linked with I 

commitment strength. I 
I 

Several commitment propositions are developed, primarily from findings 
of the conversion studies: sil 

1. Processively developed commitments are less likely to be terminated 
t k  than acutely made commitments. 

2. Processively developed commitments are likely to have more commit- S( 
ment strength than acutely made commitments. 

3. Important social iilteractions help prevent commitments from being x 
terminated. 

4. The greater the importance of social interactions which are relevant to 
to a given commitment, the greater will be the strength of the given 
commitment. 

All of these propgsitions, especially the second, are subject to  further 
verification. Altliough mainly based in conversion studies, these propositiom 
help to explain iiiductively commitment in general. At the same time, they 
help to explain reflexively religious conversion. 
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FRED M. JOHNSON 
Eustc7r-11 Ker~trrc'lij* U11i1,ersiti. 

Hawthorne: 

Jacksonian? Liberal ? 

G lVEN THE incredibly varied classes 
and groups that taken together formed the "Jacksonian persuasion," it was 
impossible t o  be other than arbitrary in deciding on a litmus test for consitlcr- 
ing Hawthorne's relationsliip t o  the movement. The method chosen was to  
examine his commitment t o  the tenets of egalitarianism, entrepreneurship 
(or getting ahead generally), reform and party service - these categories being 
ranked in that order. Admittedly this is a value judgment rather than a hypo- 
thesis, but  it seemed advisable to start somewhere. In the matter of egalitarian- 8 
ism, it seemed that  since even the Whigs adopted this approacli i t  was certairlly 
a part of the zeitgeist. Lee Benson says, "By the i840's . . . tlic nation had 
essentially completecl the transformation from a liberal aristocratic republic 
to  a populistic democracy."l It might be instructive to  examine the response 
of a classical American author t o  this evolution in American society. 

The word "liberal" is a potentially misleading label. It has certain post- 
New Deal associations unintended in this paper. A Jacksoniui "liberal" would 
be a New Dealer's reactionary, a point the present paper ]lopes to clarify a 
bit later on. At any rate, here are my impressions of Hawtliorne as a "liberal" 
and "Jacksonian." 

The nature of Hawthorne's ideological or, even, practical commitment and 
involvement in Democratic politics seems to be puzzling. Hawthorne came 't I 
from an old Puritan, Federalist fanlily with pretensions to  aristocracy; and 
his later life as a literary figure hardly seems t o  fit the "typical" Jacksonian. 
This apparent anomaly has bothered one commentntor so niiich that he was 1 L 
driven t o  account for the nlesalliance on the groilnds that l-iawtlioi-nc was :I 

secret agent attached in some way to  the Treasury and Customs dcllartmcnts.7- 
It seems t o  me, however, that the connection is easy t o  explain. Hawtl~ornc 

was swept into the Jackson camp, as was many other iml~ressionablc boy of 
eight to  ten years of age, by the Battle of New Orleans. His sister mentions i I 
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that Hawthorne was something of a hero-worshipper of  Jackson. In 1824, 
when Hawthorns was a junior in Bowdoin, he becarne very good friends with 
avid Jacksonians. And in 1824. the year of  the "corrupt bargain" it was easy 
to  become avid, even in a predominantly anti-Jackson college. His friends 
were Frallklin Pierce, Horatio Bridge and Jonathan Cilley, all t o  become in 
varying degrccs luminaries of Deirlocratic politics. At any rate. although the  
evidence about Hawthorile's activities as a Democrat is mostly negative -- 
everyone, friend and foe, agreed he was a poor party mail -- the fact is that  
he was continually solicited by these powerful friends and given, a t  one time 
or another, three patronage johs, the last one thc richest plum at  Pierce's 
disposal. So, one thinks, he must have done something, must have been some- 
thing. Not necessarily. For  one thing, no t  all of llis job seeking was successf~~l .  
In  1837: he was turned down for the position of historiographer on  a South 
Seas expedition. The only cause-effect sequence one can make vis-i-vis Haw- 
thorne'sjobs and any quid pro ( 1 ~ 1 0  is indet'inite e n o ~ ~ g l l ,  and hardly: i t  seems. 
deserving of the positions he rcccived. The first of Lhese jobs was the  office of  
rneasurcr of salt and coal in tlze Boston Custom House, a t  S, 1500 per annuln. 
He had the aid not only of his three Bowdoin friends, by now,  ten years later, 
Movers and  Shakers in politics, but also his fiancee's sister, klizabeth Peabody, 
pro~ninent abolitionist and all-round reformer. He seeins t o  have done nothing 
to deserve this spoils job, ul~less one counts his memorial sketch of Cilley in 
the Septeirlber 1838 issuc of  James L. O'Sullivan's Denzocrotic Review. 
Cilley had been killed in a duel with a Kentucky Whigl and this appearance in 
a party organ of  his rncmorial could perhaps have qualified as a piece of par- 
tisan work. The connection between tliis rather innocuous piece and the job 
is tenuous. but one can make of it what one will. 1Ie saved $1000 in two 
years, then resigned January 1 .  184 1 ,  t o  go to  Brook Farm that April. 

The idyllic life at Brook Farm soon palled, and Hawthorne left in Novem- 
ber. In Marcli 1842 llc rencwecl his acquaintance with O'Snllivan. Coiner of 
the phrase "Manifest Destiny," and generally a Jacksonian ideologui. and hip 
and tliig!~ slliitrr of Wliigs, O'Sullivan had t'urnisiied Hawtllome with a vcrit- 
able WPA Writer's Pi-ojccl for his stories and sketches during the  years 1837-39. 
tlie pre-patronage years. lit' was t o  pllblish twenty-two in all, twelve of tllem 
during anotller period of between jobs for I-Iawtllorne, 1843-44. I11 1845?  
Hawll~orne edited Moratio Bridge's m a n ~ ~ s c r i p t ,  Jorrrrli~l o f ' u ~ l  :,l f i i c u ~ ~  C'rrliscr, 
publislled as vol~lme one of iVi1t.y and Putnam's Lihrary o j ' r l ~ ? ~ e r i c u ~ l  5ooX.s. 
Althougli we d o  not know how Briclge and Hawtllorne split these royalties, 
Bridge had earlier underwrittell - w i t l l o ~ ~ t  I-Iawtllome's knowledge the  
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His next patronage job was that of "Survcyor for thc District of Salem and 

Beverly and Inspector of the Revenue for the Port of Salem." This appoint- 
ment held fire for seventeen months while George Bancroft tried t o  fob off 
various other  posts on  him. The Salcm political situation was touchy, and 
Bancroft did not want t o  an tagon i~e  any faction for tlie sake of Pierce and 
Bridge's friends, n o  matter his literary talent o r  conilections in high  place^.^ 
But O'Sullivan, Pierce (by now a Senator) and Bridge, the Peabodys and 
Charles Sumner were zealous in advocacy. Hawthorne was apparently given 
the job because he would offend no one, not  because he had been a valuable 
party man. Indeed, it seems that he had not  even voted in the last election. 
If his getting the job seems t o  be in spite of his politics rather than for them, 
so does his dismissal. The Whigs, who could run the spoils system as well as 
the Democrats, replaced him. His friends' defense was on the grounds that  
he got the job as a literary man, not  as a party man. The Whigs, searching for 
some plausible grounds for dismissal, averred that he had contributed t o  the 
Sa1ei11 Advc'rtiser, a Democratic paper, and that he had once attended a Demo- 
cratic convention. An examination of the Whig charges throws some light on 
Hawthorne's party regularity. His Advc.rtiscr work was totally literary; and 
llis one attendance at  a Democratic Convention would seem t o  be counter- 
productive t o  the Whig case, as well as embarrassing to  the Denlocratic pro- 
fessionals. Obvioi~sly Hawthorne was not  much more than what he always 
said he was: "a faithful Democrat in principle." His virtues as a Party regular 
inay have been many, but  they were certa~nly cloistered ones. 

Hawthorne's last patronage job was tlie Consulate at  Liverpool, supposedly 
a reward for his campaign biography of Pierce. What had he done for the 
party in the interim? Nothing that  can be documented. The period between 
1849 and 1852 was, in fact, the most productive literary period of his life; 
he complcted Tlze Scarlet Letrer and Tlrc House o f  the Seven Gables. The 
Livcrpool Co~lsulship lasted three years, 1853-1 856, and Hawthorne squeezed 
out  of it all he could, t o  the tune of $30,000 saved. It is in this quintessenti- 
ally Jacksorlian arena -- the spoils jobs and its consequent materialistic bent  -- 
that one sees Hawthorne as a c h l d  of  his age. He evinces some down-home 
Democratic truths relative t o  every man's right t o  be let aione in his financial 
calling. The Congress had decided t o  p ~ ~ t  cor~suls on a straight $10,000 per 
year salary. This chagrined Hawthorne greatly; in his words, "it is a devilish 
good office --if those jackasses in Washington . . . will but  let it alone . . . . 
But 1 trust in God,  Pierce will no t  let them meddle with mc." He had sent 
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I 
l a letter to enlist his support in killing the proposed bill, and had recourse t o  

I argument from ideology. "It is very singular that our people d o  not  see that  
the salaries, as arranged by the new bill, must throw those offices into the 
hands of a moneyed aristocracy, and that therefore i t  is anything but  a demo- 
cratic measure. T o  my office, when I quit it ,  you must appoint either a rich 
man or a rogue - no  poor, honest, and capable man will think of holding it." 
This paper can only lunt at  the devious machinations Hawthorne engaged in 
during this crisis, but when he forestalled the worst effects of the bill, he 
rejoiced, "I have got Uncle Sam on  the hip, you see; -- and good enough for  
liim, the infernal old villain!" 

This coupling of arrant materialism with democratic apologia seems incon- 
sistent, at least. But apparently Hawthorne had vowed not  t o  repeat what so 
many of his fictional characters had done:  allow themselves t o  become so 

I immersed in theory and ideals that they could not  survive. Hawthorne had 
remarked in a letter t o  his mother many years before that "no man can be a 
poet and a bookkeeper at  the same time." In his stories and novels the bluff, 
practical men of affairs always outdo the dreamers and idealists, either by 
showiilg them up or saving their bacon. Thus we see Hawthorne as a man 
acutely conscious of the conflict between doing and dreaming; the pur sung 

I 
Jacksonian ideologues had already found it quite simple t o  meld the Demo- 
cratic creed into aggressive practicality, and demonstrated that  tllcy were all 
the more egalitarians for doing it. 

It is necessary t o  remember that  there are two ways of viewing liberalism 
during the Jacksonian era. Whigs stood for what Lee Benson calls "positive 
liberalism," the Democrats, for "negative l i be ra l i~m."~  Their views of govern- 
ment's role in promoting welfare and internal improvements were opposed. 
But it is the ideological reasoning behind the Jacksonians that  is of interest 
here. One could be averse, o n  personal grounds, t o  reform and the like; or  one 
could have been his own political theorist and arrived at a negative opinion --- 
it mattered little; one belonged in the Jackson camp. Jacksonians considered 
that their version of the state promoted the purest kind of democracy be- 
cause if nobody was helped by government, then nobody was interfered 
with or  wasted away by debilitating taxes either. T o  give no  one a break was 
to give everyone a break. Their world, as we would view it, was a vast zero-sum 
game, a place where the concept of limited good applied. Yet it rcwarded 
toil and industry, because there was a providential order that seemed t o  
indicate it. Surely the worker would succeed, the idler would fail. "In a 
world of bliss, there was no  place for the legislation of  bliss."5 
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The frontier t o  which advocates of this rigorous laissez faire wanted t o  
exile any kind of government involvement in the marketplace or humanitarian 
reform was approximately t o  Ultima Thule. One could be a Democrat and 
privately a reformer, but he would not find his opinion put in the platform. 
Let us summarize briefly the opinions of three typically successful Demo- 
cratic politicians, far removed from moral or intellectual niceties one might 
expect from a mere litterateur like Hawthorne. 

Preston King was a Western New York Jacksonian in 1838, of whom 
Thurlow Weed said that he was against "improvements of any description." 
And not only was he against improvements of a capital nature. His positions 
on the proposed state aid for the New York Eye Infirmary and the Orphan 
Asylum Society were negative, indignantly so. Although worthy causes, they 
were not areas in which government -- any branch -- should involve itself. 
John Bigelow personifies what seems t o  moderns the odd mixture of reaction 
and progressivism characteristic of the Democrats. Although against the death 
penalty and in favor of giving every over-eighteen male -- white and black -- 
the vote, he regarded "government aid t o  canals, railroads, charities and 
education . . . downright dangerous." The money spent on schools should be 
used t o  retire the state debt. These two men were not radicals who represented 
no opi~lioil but their own, but  oft-returned pros.6 But it is t o  William Leggett 
that we must turn t o  see "an unconditional, almost obsessive advocate of 
luissez juire." Althouglz he was a writer on economics, he inevitably hit upon 
questions of humanitarian reform and consumerism. He is, at one time or 
another, against any level of government involvement in post offices, charities, 
price controls, interest rates, weights and measures, or trust-busting. The 
establishment of a state asylum for mentally ill paupers is, he thinks, opening 
wedge for goverment abuses of patronage, or even worse, for state poorhouses 
t h e m ~ e l v e s . ~  

In this company Hawthorne found himself totally at home. He, too, was 
suspicious of government involvement in humanitarian reform. Not only this- 
he was profoundly skeptical of the reform impulse no matter from what 
source. His stories and novels are replete with refornlers who not only fail at 
their reform but are also destroyed by it. Allen Flint says, truly, "There is 
little indication in his fiction of a commitment t o  progress that can be deter- 
mined or  affected by man."8 One should go another step and say that Haw- 
thorne seems t o  evince an impression that such efforts are not only ineftica- 
cious but slightly blasphemous and worthy of mockery or severe reprehension. 
In one of his Notebook entries he sketches an idea for a story about a zealous 
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reformer, who, on the verge of converting a whole town,  is finally recaptured 
by the asylum keepers. In order t o  keep this list from becoming the whole 
corpus of Hawthorne, let us mention only the most striking. "The Celestial 
Railroad" is a labored, though witty, allegory of the Transcendental temper 
and the attendant reformism. "Earth's Holocaust" shows a group of reformer: 
tossing into the fire such things as liquor. tobacco (both of which Hawthorne 
indulged in), property, the Bible, marriage, and other syn~bols  of society. All 
the whilc, "a dark-complexioned personage" says, "I have stood by this live- 
long night and laughed in my sleeve at the whole business," obviously because 
tlie zealots have not also incinerated "that foul cavern, the l lun~an heart." 
His most categorical repudiation of reform is The Bliflzeclalt~ Ror?zunce, 

1 strongly autobiograplucal, inspired by his Brook Farm sojoum. Orestes Brown 
son and Margaret Fuller, disguised as fictional characters, are portrayed as 
l~umorless. remorseless, and ultimately unfulfilled and tragic human beings. 
In ThcJ Hozr.sc oj'rlw Seven Gables, a daguerrotypist, Holgrave, is given a stem- 
winding speecl~ about  the uselessness of tradition, inl~critcd propcrty. and tlie 
necessity for abandoning stone houses becai~se they perpetuate the dead hand 
of the past. In spite of this, Holgrave is the male lead in the novel; as he is 
about to marry the heroine, lie announces his co~lversion to  conservatism and 
stone houses. It may be that cach position is a parody, but  it is likely that  
Ilawthorne himself is ambivalent about the relationship between a settled 
society and rambunctious Jacksonianism. 

Another group of characters may be called radical innovators. This is the 
most crack-brained of all the collections of misfits and malcontents because 
they dcal in science of the mad doctor variety. Although they mean well, as 
do all of Hawtliorne's reformers, they are always tinkering, juggling o r  trying 
to change tlie essence of sometl~ing already "as perfect as mortal man lias a 
right t o  demand." "The Birtllrnark" and "Rappaccini's Daughter" are about 
the deaths of women who come t o  grief because their men try t o  make them 
superhuman. Hawthon~e  obviously was suspicious of innovators generally, 
but especially so if their work sttiackcd of scientific or  medical heterodoxy. 
His wife. Sophia. was one of those classic nineteenth-century genteelly invalid 
wives; she was plagued by migraine, and her only relief was by means of what 
must have been an early use of hypnotherapy. Hawthorne strongly objected 
to  these treatments because they desecrated tlie "sacredness of the individual' 
and were "an intrusion into the lioly of holies." His mind-set was, then, 
profoundly negative concerning the value of anything innovative, even if it 
worked. Hawthorne apparently belicvcd in Ictting things go until they either 



worked themselves out  or  were about  to  go t o  smash. 
His villains and misfortunate protagonists share one thing in cornmon: 

they are all overreacliers, transgressors of the accepted order of things. In 
this regard his ~ a t u r a l  antipathy t o  innovation or Iiurnanitarian reform merges 
with tlie instinctive antipathy of the Jacksonian ideologue, the Jacksonian 
politician seeking office, arid the common man as well, about t o  be an entre- 
preneur or a land speculator, and who wanted nothing so  dearly as to  be let 
alone t o  accurnulate. Thus by  a paradoxical alchemy of motives and inclina- 
tions, a Inan posscssed of a stoic, even tragic view of man's lot finds himself 
next t o  gallus-snapping, whisky-barrel stumping exllorters of manifest destiny. 
Each would agree that  within the natural order of things -- which means n o  
meddling government -- lies whatever chance of salvation a Inan I~as .  

The question of slavery would have been difficult for any American in tlie 
1850's, and especially so for  one who was married t o  a Peabody and was a 
representative overseas of fus government. If anyone deserved the luxury of 
waffling the issue, it was Hawtliorne. But as one h night expect from a man 
who wrote Pierce's campaign biography, Hawthorne was against abolition. 
'I'he practical reason was that i t  was not  worth fighting about;  the real reason 
was that  Hawthorne was temperamentally averse to  stirring up the order of 
things. Although lie disliked slavery on principle: he apparently accepted 
black inferiority and was not  sanguine about  what tlie slaves' lot would be 
if they were freed. Thus he follows tlie John C. Callioun-George Fitzliugli 
line on  wage-slavery versus chattel-slavery, and avcrs that the institution is 
not all that  had b u t  will have t o  fade away gradually. Givcn his opinion of 
even mild cranks in the reforming avocation, one might imagine Hawthorne's 
feelings 011 John Brown. But the reality is severe enough : "Nobody was ever 
more justly hanged," was his opinion, and hc confessed "a certain intellectual 
satisfaction" at his hanging because of Brown's "prcposteroirs miscalculation 
of possibilities." 

Hawthomc's position on tlie slavery crisis is what one might expect ,  but 
there are surprises here and there. For instance, lle signed a Free-Soil petition, 
and later advocated secession as tlle war draggcd on. Yet Ile was able t o  
say, "I have not  . . . tlie slightest sympathy for  tlie slaves." 'Ihe more Haw- 
tliorne is read on the slavery question, the more it becomes obvious that Ire 
was as divided as the country. But he was anti-abolition t o  the last. 

Hawthorne is never more a negative liberal than the realm of individual 
economic endeavor. He is a veritable personification of the Jdcksonian situ- 
ation and attitudes of  the man on llis way t o  financial independence, 



untrammelled by governmental let or  hindrance. That Hawthorne's vocation 
was provided him by the spoils system only adds a certain piquantly meta- 
phoric appropriateness to  the situation. In the aftermath of his acceptance of 
the Liverpool consulship, he wrote t o  a friend that "a man has n o  claim upon 
his fellow creatures, beyond bread and water, and a grave, unless he can win 
it by his own strength and skill." He then proceeded t o  clear $30,000 during 
his term as consul, all perfectly legally. He had not always been of this go- 
getter frame of mind. His stories of the 1830's and 1840's are sharply satirical 
of accumulators. And in his Journal one finds this revealing 1842 entry: 
"The fight with the world --- the struggle of a man among men --- the agony 
of the universal effort t o  wrench the means of life from a host of greedy com- 
petitors --- all this seems like a dream t o  me." That he felt himself unequipped 
for the race does not mean he disapproves of the running of it:  but he deplore: 
the necessity while playing by  the rules. Once in office, however, Hawthorne 
became a quintessential Jacksonian. It would seem that he had n o  anxieties 
or nights of lost sleep concerning the conversion of a government post t o  his 
own satrapy. That was the nature of offices. They were merely arenas for 
economic opportunities at another level of endeavor. 

Another area in which t o  examine Hawthorne may be the crucial one. 
What were his attitudes t o  the demos? Here is perhaps the unlikeliest area of 
all for him t o  be a Jacksonian. It would seem that this writer of moral allego- 
ries of the most refined and profound sort, a semi-recluse in his youth, a man 
conscious of his ambivalent relationship among doers, would shrink from the 
press of the multitude. But for whatever reasons --- and we shall speculate on  
them later -- he apparently was always a committed egalitarian. His family 
continually criticized his choice of playmates, and, later. his friends. Pierce 
and Bridge, for example, were not high-toned enough. being mere politicians. 
Further, llis choice of writing as a career would seem t o  assure a non-gregari- 
ous existence. He chose it over the ministry, the law, or medicine for a rather 
curious reason, accountable in no other way than his totally egalitarian in- 
clination: lie became a writer because he wanted t o  be a common man, and 
not put himself above his fellow man.9 Admittedly this may be a callow 
youth talking in the 18203, but it does demonstrate an early leaning t o  an 
egalitarian creed. 

As one might expect, Hawthorne's fiction mirrors this point of view. His 
early work is filled with the recurring theme of the isolato, the person who 
shuts himself off from his fellow man. These misguided characters suffer 
various calamities ranging from committing suicide by jumping into a lime 
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kiln, to  catching smallpox from a cape of aristocratic cut and material. l o  

Isolation or prideful separation is the deadliest sin in the Hawthorne universe. 
Of course, this is one of the sins committed by the reformers, who shut them- 
selves away from the common run of humanity by their singleminded intel- 
lectuali7ation. And in Jacksonian America, when even the Whigs learned t o  
whisky barrel and log-cabin it with the best, to  give oneself airs was t o  incur the 
wrath of the many, surely one of the reasons James Fenimore Cooper's 
career ended when it did. 

If one is an ideological democrat one probably hates aristocracy. Thus it 
was with Hawthorne -- at least those last pretensiorls of American aristocracy, 
like the Pyncheon family in T1ze House oj'tlze Seven Gables. This is the kind 
of established system that Hawthorne could not abide. In this novel he shows 
two kinds of aristocrats: Judge Pyncheon. an exploiter and manipulator, and 
Hepz~bah and Clifford, both fossils. I t  is no wonder that I-lawthorne ends by 
being Holgrave's friend even though he is a radical, for he is everything the 
Pyncheons are not --- vital and straightforward, ready to  convert his art to  
practical use. 

But Haur thor~~e 's  trip to  England gave hirn Inore than a comfortable living. 
It also afforded him a chance t o  see a real aristocracy. For a man with a 
sense of history and a sense of the fitness of things, England was a sore temp- 
tation. It is extremely difficult t o  pin him down on whether America could 
improve by adding some tradition and respect for antiquity. The Hawthorne 
canon is replete with contradictory statements about the relative merits of 
England and America. One almost feels that the comments depended upor1 
Hawthorne's mood at any given time. At any rate, his oscillating attitudes 
testify to  the fact that he was no longer the totally committed advocate of 
"Young America" that he had been when he arrived. From an expansive 
nationalist and exporter of the democratic ethos he had become a "mere" 
patriot. 

What may be said in conclusion about Hawthorne as liberal? Admittedly, 
that word has undergone so many torsional stresses as to  be practically use- 
less -- but not  quite. If one assumes it t o  signify a New Deal mentality of 
benevolent interventionisrrl, Hawthorne is an abject reactionary. Present 
writer admits an unease about using the word. But if we use the definition 
operating in the time of Hawthorne, he passes the test with ease. At this 
distance he does not  seem an attractive figure. Indccd, as he has inevitably 
been distorted here, he is something of a hypocrite. But the age was a com- 
plicated one, and Hawthorne may serve as a benclunark. The Jacksonian 
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creed was subscribed to b y  many for many reasons. Such a crowd of dis- 
parate groups: "urban proletariat, r~sing middle classes, agrarian goodfolk, 
classical economists" l 1  former Federalists, declining middle classcs, liard 
and soft money men; the list is as paradoxical as it is long. Hawthorne fits 
better than most. His reason for becoming a Sacksonian is as simple as one 
could want; he admired, as a child, Old Hickory. For whatever speculative 
value it is worth, it may be that  he also felt a need t o  compensate for his 
aristocratic and Federalist upbringing. He then associated with confirmed 
Democrats in collcge. IIe was what lie always said he was, "a confirmed Demo- 
crat in principle." If his party performance was disappointing, it may be that 
111s friends wanted n o  inore from liini than what he felt able t o  give --- what 
were friends for? And by the standards of the day he was a faithful "liberal" 
as well. 
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Toasts and Slogans in  

Jacksonian Political Rhetoric  

1 I-IE HOUSE of Representatives' selec- 
tion of John Quincy Adams to  be seventh President of the United States 
set the stage for the highly illilovative campaign leading to  the popular 
election of Andrew Jackson in 1828. The presidential contest of 1824 had 
bcen a four-man race in which Jackson, t o  the surprise of  many, led in both  
popular and electoral votes. John C. Calho~in,  who had dropped o u t  of the 
presidential contest, won the vice-presidency easily. hTone of the presidential 
candiclates won a majority of tlie electoral votes. IIeilce the selection of a 
president devolved upoil the I-Iouse of Representatives, whicll, voting by state 
chose atnong the three tnen having the llighest numbcr of e l cc to r~ l  votes. In 
fourth place and excluded from consideration, FIenry Clay, a forillidable 
power in Congress, urged the election of Adams. Ignoring considerable advice 
to the c o n t r ~ r y ,  representatives frorn Kentucky, O h i l ~  and Missouri---three 
states whic l~  had given their entire electoral vote t o  Clay--joined others to  
glvz Adams thirteen of twenty-four states and tlie presidency. 

Ol~ly a weck before a Pennsylvania newspaper Iiad carsicd t'le bold accusa- 
t ~ o n .  already wcll-traveled in  tlie Wasliington rLunor mills, that  Clay had bcen 
ntfcrerl tlic State Department in r e t ~ ~ r n  for his ~11pi)ort of Adams. Within '1 

few d ~ y s  ~ f t c i  being dcs ign~tcd  President-elect, ret j r~ng Secretary of Statc 
Ad'11iis ,~nno l~nced  that hc w o ~ ~ l d  be slrcceeded by llenry Clay. Awdre that 
Cl'ty's frlends 111 the  rcccnt campaign had billed the I<entlicItian as "I-Iarry of 
Wed." General J ,~chson,  in conveying t l ~ c  news t o  a close friend, wrote: "So 
 yo^: see, the Jrrtlur of t l ~ e  West has closed the  contract and will receive tlle 
t'lirty !?ieccs oi silvct-."I 

The appearance of the  "Corrupt Bargain" charge provided initial impetus 
for tlie election of  jack so^^ in 1828. Immediately the Callloun men rushed 



t o  join the Jacksonians in opposition to  the Adams-Clay "Coalition." Some 
politically inastute appoiiltnlents and utterances by the new President, de- 
bate over tlie merits of sending delegates t o  the Panama Conference, and 
well orchestrated attacks upon administration land and patronage practices 
paved the way for an anti-administration congressional alliance. Such an 
alliance emerged in the early weeks of 1827 when New York's Martin Van 
Buren led the Radicals--those self-consciously Jeffersonian supporters o f  
William 11. Crawford in the campaign of 1824---into tlie anti-administration 
camp. From the moment of its birth this newly coalesced group proclaimed 
emphatically, if somewhat vaguely, its devotion t o  the rep~tblican principles 
of Jefferson and the presidential candidacy of ~ackson.2  

Skillful and innovative politicians set out  t o  construct a political party. 
Central committees in Nashville and Washington prepared and didributed the 
party message through a rapidly growing and party-connected system of news- 
papers, state and local meetings, conventions and committees. The  Jacksonian 
organizers converted t o  their own purposes suc l~  public occasio~ls as  militia 
musters and Independence Day celebrations; they staged other massive public 
political celebrations such as those of  January 8. t o  commemorate Jackson's 
victory at  New Orleans, o r  September 10, the date of Pei-ry's victory on  Lake 
Erie. Jaclcson's "Old Hickory" nickname provided a useful symbol. Partisans 
carried hickory canes or  sticks while boisterous gatl~erings planted hickory 
trees or  erected hickory poles t o  initiate the Den~ocrat ic  party tradition of 
"Pole ~as in ' s . "3  

Among the strikingly modern characteristics of the Jackson campaign of 
1828 was tlie expense. Robert V. Remini has estimated that the  election of 
Jackson cost approximately one  million dollars, part of wl~ich  came froin 
tlle public treasury by such means as state and federal government printing 
contracts and extensive use of tile franking privilege by propagandadispensing 
Jacksonian congressmen. This campaign saw the first extensive use of  "gim- 
micks" to  enlist and stimulate popular interest and p a r t i c i p a t i ~ n . ~  

Among those gimmicks were the newly coined slogans and toasts of tlie 
1828 campaign. While the well-attended dinner followed by  one or  more 
speeches and both prepared and volunteer toasts was not new t o  American 
politics, the rhetoric o n  these occasions as well as the slogans which accorn- 
panied their partisan notices spoke, by  design, t o  the unique circ~unstances 
of that  presidential contest. The  slogans and toasts, distilling partisan appeals 
into no  more tlian sentence length affirmations, should offer short, succinct 
summaries of  the apparently successful appeals Jacksonian politicians 
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addressed to the electorate from the Independence Day celebrations of 1827 
through the presidential election of 1828. 

Beginning in the 1820's and enduring to this day, Americans have differed 
over the significance of these political appeals. Generally speaking, those 
hostile to Jacksonian Democracy have ridiculed the partisan rhetoric as clap- 
trap, while more sympathetic observers have found substance, even political 
philosophy, in the rhetoric.5 

Recent studies continue the dispute. In 1958 Glyndon G. Van Deusen, 
author of the Jacksonian volume in the New American Nation Series, re- 
affirmed his consensus view of history in an article entitled "Some Aspects 
of Whig Thought and Theory in the Jacksonian Period." After identifying the 
major characteristics of Whig thought, Van Deusen concluded that between 
Whigs and Democrats, "divergences that existed . . . were more over means 
than over ultimate ends."6 

Marvin Meyers continued the controversy in the preface to the 1960 edi- 
tion of Tlze Jacksoizia/~ Persuasion: Politics und Belief. Meyers' book had 
examined the rhetoric and concluded that the Jacksonians sought preservation 
of the virtues of a simple agrarian republic. Clinging to this thesis, Meyers 
responded categorically to those who would dismiss or minimize the signifi- 
cance of political rhetoric : 

What emerged from their political talk then, was . . . a persuasion: a broad j udgment 
of public affairs informed by common sentiments and beliefs about the good life in 
America. The historical observer of Jacksonian Democracy who does not watch the 
politician's mouth misses . . . the main intention of the movement and the principal 
source of its attraction for the political public.7 

Denying the significance of the rhetorical combat, Richard P. hlcCormick's 
Tlze Second Americun Party System: Purty Formation in the Jacksonian Era 
dealt extensively and almost exclusively with party structure and the legal 
environment in which it deve1oped:McCormick announced his concurrence 
with Maurice Duverger's assessment "tllat American parties are above all 
electoral machines" and propounded the thesis "that the second American 
party system liad its origins in the successive contests for the presidency 
between 1824 and 1840." McCormick concluded that "the 'presidential 
question,' rather than doctrinal disputes was the axis around which politics 
revolved ."8 

In  1967 Major L. Wilson examined "The Concept of Time and the Politi- 
cal Dialogue in the United States, 1828-1 848": and pointed to  what he con- 
sidered the "limitations of a consensus view. . . ., Preoccupation with agree- 
ment obscures the real meaning of the differences separating Americans." 
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Wilson found significant differences between Whigs and Democrats over 
"the kind of liberal society t o  be built." Whigs sought "Qualitative change 
through time" while Democrats sought "quantitative growth across space." 
Whigs, stressing continuity, valued tradition and order while they strove for 
orderly progress. The Jacksonians, on the other hand, "sought to  secure the 
freedom of an eternal present." The Jacksonians, Wilson concluded, "wanted 
the government t o  leave the people alone and the Whigs wanted it t o  help 
shape the future."9 

Lynn L. Marshall's 1967 article, "The Strange Stillbirth of the Whig Party," 
also challenged the consensus view. Examining the political rhetoric sur- 
rounding the opening of the momentous Bank War in the summer of 1832, 
Marshall found a major difference between those who favored and those who 
opposed re-charter. "The Jackson party," Marshall wrote, "was immediately 
voter oriented, and the proto-Whigs, leader oriented."'lO 

The most recent volume-length study of the era, Edward Pessen's 1969 
Jacksorzian A rnerica: Society, Personality, arzd Politics, attached no such 
significance to  rhetoric. Both parties, in Pessen's view, "seemed interested 
in political principles primarily insofar as talking about them was likely to  
attract voters. . . it was office above all that they yearned for. Ambition, 
not ideology was the prime mover." According t o  Pessen, in this "age of 
materialism and opportunism" the Whigs' general theory of government was 
superior to  that of the Democrats, but neither of the major parties of the 
era came t o  grips with the "real issues" facing the nation. Clearly, Pessen 
lamented that the era's "demagogy, barbecues, concentration on person- 
alities, slander, and insult had the serious role of fostering a political system 
dominated by major parties that followed expediency rather than princi- 
ple."' 1 

Pessen's conclusion resembled that offered a century earlier by the first 
major Jackson biographer, James Parton, whose summary judgment of 
Jackson read : "The good which he effected has not continued; while the 
evil he began remains."l? No doubt, some of the more reflective Whigs of 
that era reached conclusions quite similar t o  those of Parton and Pessen; 
and surely there were Jacksonian Democrats who saw rhetorical and ideo- 
logical distinctions such as those pointed out by Meyers, Wilson and Mar- 
shall. 

The enduring controversy concerning the seriousness and/or significance 
of Jacksonian political rhetoric points to  the profound impact of the ob- 
server's frame of reference upon his perception of a given aspect of 
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American political history. In the absence of reliable polygraph results, the 
question of  the honesty and/or sincerity of  most political rhetoric is irresol- 
uble, The mere quantity of  such rhetoric in America carries the  presumptions 
that: (1) it has served some purpose; and (2)  politicians have thought it mat- 
tered what they said. Insights available from tlie social scientists may offer 
some understanding of the former, and samples of the rhetoric should indi- 
cate what it was that politicians thought important. 

Rhetoric contributed t o  the growth of popular partisan consciousness and 
identification. Only a relatively few politically powerful persons take political 
actions having directly observable consequences. For  the electorate as a 
whole, politics is "a passing parade of abstract symbols, yet a parade which 
our experience teaches us t o  be [either] a benevolent o r  a malevolent 
force. . . ."I3 Politics are significant because this is the means by  which, for  
example, persons are incarcerated, life is taken, wealth is conferred. Political 
scientist Murray Edelman has urged that  political analysis should deal not  
only with how some use political activity t o  get specific desirables but  also 
how the public feels about and responds to  such political activity. Contro- 
versial political action may become what the social scientists call a conden- 
sation symbol--one which evokes one  o r  more emotions condelised into a 
single symbol and one whose validity is insusceptible t o  immediate objective 
verification. Remoteness is a common cllaracteristic of such symbols.14 

A controversial political act may become a condensation symbol, sym- 
bolizing either a tlu-eat or  reassurance, because the  individual cannot know 
the ultimate objective consequences of the  act. An art form consists of such 
condensation symbols, and like an abstract political symbol, it serves as a 
vehicle for expression rather than as an instrument for  change. The meaning 
is not in the symbol, it is in society, in men. Hence, a given news item has 
different meaning for  different individuals, and for  each that act or  event is 
apt to appear part of a pattern which is either reassuring or  threatening to  
that individual and his group. What threatens one reassures the other, and 
each has some awareness of the other's view; thus every age is an age of 
crisis. Witness the repetition of the  enduring phrase about "the times that 
try men's souls."l5 

This and similar lines appeared frequently in the political rhetoric of 1827 
and 1828. Amid crisis o r  chaos, men naturally seek meaning and order; 
ritaal provides a sense of both. A simplified model from which incongruous 
elements have been removed, characterized by conformity and satisfaction. 
ritual is a "psychologically effective" means of encouraging conviction and 



inducing behavior.16 Among the symbolic forms used extensively in tlie 
Jackson campalgn was the ritual of the political dinner, wliich iunited the 
participants in a common enterprise, where carefully chosen words reassured, 
reaffirmed, and promoted a self-satisfying assurance born of the awareness of 
conformity. The toasts, following a meal, introductions and brief remarks, 
and the inevitably lengthy speech, came near the conclusion of the celebratio11 
and provided tlie culmination of the ritual. 

In common with most campaign rhetoric these toasts consisted largely of 
the repetition among concurring minds of cliclie's or  broadly shared concepts, 
rather than novel or untested ideas. Such reaffirmations tended to dull ratlicr 
than to arouse the critical faculties. Edelman suggested that "Participation of 
tliis sort in an emotionally compelling act, in which each participant iuider- 
lines its reality and seriousness for every other is the most potent form of 
political pers~iasion."~7 Such recently-heard chants as "Four More Years" 
or "Nixon Now" served less to  recruit than to  rededicate. 

Slogans and toasts in tlle Jacksonian campaign of 1828 served to  affirm 
common agreement and to  attach such shared concepts, ideas, interests or 
aspirations to  a particular candidate or ticket. Of necessity, tliis species of 
political rhetoric employed carefully worded lines and umbrella pllrases; but 
it was not bland. Rather, the spirit of crisis permeated the Jacksonian rlietor~c 
wliich assumed both that there were major differences between tlie parties 
of 1828 and that the outcome of the election would affect significantly tlie 
course of the nation. Much criticism of Jacksonian rhetoric has contained 
tlie highly questionable assumption tliat to  impugne the merits of Jacksoniatl 
utterances is to dismiss tlieir significance; but surely tlie prevalence of certain 
concepts need not be related to  their intrinsic validity. Tlie Jacksonian pol- 
itical toasts and slogans should provide as accurate a reflection as one can 
hope to find of what these political participants of 1827-28 thought, or said 
they thought, was important to their society. 

Tlie successful party of 1828 obviously attached great importance to its 
candidate, Andrew Jackson. Just as his name frequently appeared at tlie 
head of the party ticket, Jackson was the most common subject of his 
partisans' political toasts. His fame, of course, rested primarily upon the 
victory over the British at  New Orleans; and his boosters made tile most of 
it. Hailed as "the conqueror of tlie conquerors of ~ u r o p e , " ~ ~  the Old Hero's 
friends beseeched providence, "May he triumpll over his opponents as lie 
did over his enemies on tlie 8 th  of January, 18 1 5,"19 or, as another admirer 
phrased it,  "May his political career be as successful, and as much to his 
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country's honour, as the unparalleled Victory, the anniversary of which we 
this day celebrate."2O 

The anniversary of American independence and the military fame of 
Jackson permitted extensive and favorable comparison between the victors 
of "the battle of New Orleans and the battle of Yorktown . . . ."21 Repeat- 
edly Jacksonians hailed "the second savior of his country."22 The prophecy 
that "Like the immortal Washington, being first in war, he will be first in 
peace, because he is first in the hearts of his countrymen,"23 appeared amon 
numerous approximations of that famous tribute t o  Washington.24 

The Administration's supporters frequently summarized their denigration 
of Jackson's qualifications in the assertion that the "Military Chieftain" 
obviously lacked capacity far  civil government; this was the point of the 
notorious "Coffin Hand Bill" charging that Jackson had murdered innocent 
troops in his command.25 It was also the point of an anti-Jackson toast 
offered at one Fourth of July celebration: "Gen. Jackson--one foot in New 
Orleans and the other on the turrets of the capitol---too great a stride."26 

In response, Jacksonians offered toasts t o  "George Il'uslzington. A success- 
ful 'Military Chieftain,' " and to  "Andrew Juckson. A successful 'Military 
Chieftain.' "27 Toasts directed more explicitly to  Jackson's critics extolled 
"The memory of Washington---The military chieftain, tlle patriot and states- 
man, his services in the field and in the cabinet, a complete refutation of the 
peace party doctrines of 1 828,"28 or predicted that "the American people . 
will deal with such military chieftains as they did with ~ a s h i n ~ t o n . " ~ ~  
Common comparisons included, "Like Cincinnatus,"30 "like the Immortal 
~ a s h i n ~ t o n , " ~  "Washington and Jackson---American Liberty was obtained 
by the one, and sustained by the other,"32 and the couplet: 

Andrew Jackson excelled by none 
And eqzcalled only by Washington. 33 

As Marvin Meyers has pointed out,  the Jacksonians claimed the 
mantle of Jeffersonianism and promised to  restore the virtues of the 
Old Republic. The Jeffersonian connection had a prominent role in the 
campaign of 1828, as in the toast to  "Jefferson and Jackson---The Solon 
and Cincinnatus of the nation."34 In allusions to the questionable claim 
that Jefferson llad endorsed Jackson's candidacy, the celebrants of 1828 
offered such toasts as: "The Hero of New Orleans---the soldier of two wars, 
and who, in the language of Jefferson 'has filled the measure of his country': 
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glory.' "35 A New York Jacksonian offered a toast t o  Louisiana, currently 
entertaining the Old Hero in celebration of the thirteenth anniversary of the 
victory: "Our sister Louisiana--Added to  the republic by ,the wisdom of 
Jefferson, and defended from invasion by the valour of Jackson; may she 
remember her benefactor~."~6 A rather lengthy toast which suggested the 
strength of emotional involvement addressed Jackson, and, repeating Jeff- 
erson's alleged indorsement, continued: 

Like Washington and Jefferson, he is made a target at which political knaves aim 
their shafts of calunlny and detraction; but protected by the mantle of sterling purity, 
he is armed in proof, and stands unwounded and unhurt, while the acclan~ations of 
grateful freemen drown the barking of the curs of faction, who hate him for his 
gallant achievements.37 

The theme of the superiority of Jackson's virtue to that of his detractors 
appeared regularly at Democratic celebrations. One who pointed to  this 
apparent difference in virtue offered a toast to "Our cause, not supported 
by corruption, not fostered by the prostration of female character [a refer- 
ence to the scurrilous charge that Jackson and his wife Rachel had lived in 
adultery], not propped up by a display of coffins . . . ." Short and to the 
point were those whicli asserted: "Old Hickory, full of spruce and crowned 
with laurels,"38 or, "Andrew Jackson--Doubly endeared t o  us as the sub- 
ject of the most wanton d e f a m a t i ~ n , " ~ ~  or, "Like burnished steel, the harder 
he is rubbed the brighter he shines,"40 or, "Jackson a t  Orleans and Clay at  
Glieilt---The one winning battles the other money."41 A partisan contrast of 
the Old Hero and J. Q. Adams almost mired in a myriad of metaphors hailed 
"Andrew Jackson--Southern Hickory, a better material for the corner-post 
of a Republican Building than a degenerate scion from a federal stock."42 
John William Ward, whose book Arzdre~v Jacksorz, Symbol for an Age, de- 
scribed how the Old Hero served as a symbol for nature, providence and will, 
might have received his initial inspiration from tlie toast, ''General Andrew 
Jacksorz--Nature made him great; he made himself honest; and the people 
will make him p r e ~ i d e n t . " ~ ~  

Several of tlie toasts above cited touch upon the contention, frequently 
connected to  other themes, that the Presidency would be an appropriate 
reward for Jackson's previous public service. One such toast declared Jack- 
son to be 

the distinguished hero, the true, the incorruptible patriot; from his country he hath 
acquired never dying laurels, glory, honor and renown---his achievements merit a 
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nation's gratitude, and soon may receive a due expression of it. Tried in the council, 
such a man cannot fail t o  prove great as in the field.44 

A toast addressed to  "Washington-First in war, first in peace-" made an 
abrupt transition to assert "Jackson, like him, may be rewarded by a gener- 
ous people, by giving him the highest office in their gift."45 A slightly more 
original admirer hailed "the patriotic soldier who could dine upon acorils in 
the wilderness, is entitled to the best dish upon the presidential table."46 
Another celebrant linked this concept of the presidency as a gift to the most 
prevalent theme of the Jackson campaign: "The Presidency of the United 
States--The highest earthly honor, when the free gift of a free people, but a 
shame and a reproach to the incumbent, who reaches it by intrigue, bargain, 
and management. "47 

"Bargain, intrigue, and management," or some combina!;\)n thereof 
appeared frequently in the Jacksonian toasts and slogans of 1 827-28. Such 
means, they reiterated, threatened subversion of popular rule. This conten- 
tion introduced a toast to:  

The voice of the people the fundamental principle of a republican form of government, 
may it triumph in 1828 and '29, and confer on Gen. Andrew Jackson, the first office 
in the gift of the American people: his faithful services and qualifications entitle him 
to t lut  honor.48 

The Jacksonians maintained that the "Corrupt Bargain" had precipitated 
"The crisis of our republican institutions" and promised the inauguration of 
"the era of refo1-m."4~ A western enthusiast defined "The Cause of Gen. 
Jackson" for himself and his fellow Jackson men as "a cause of principle, 
the cause of a majority against the minority; it is the cause of liberty, the 
cause of the constitution, the cause of our country."50 " Let the 'will' of the 
people be done," implored one Jacksonian, while another toasted "The will 
of the ~ a j o r i t ~  ."5 

The "Corrupt Bargain" charge permitted the Jacksonians to  question the 
rep~~blicanism and honesty of the Administration. "The important question 
to be decided . . . Shall the rights of the people be bartered for Kentucky 
clay?"52 A toast to "John Quincy Adams and Henry Clay" observed, "They 
won the game by tricks, though the honors were against then1";5~ and ano- 
ther held up to scorn "The Coalition--Conceived in sin and brought forth in 
in iq~~i ty  ."s4 

Treason in one form or another appeared among the sins charged to the 
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Coalition. Perhaps intending to  reassure former Federalists within the Jack- 
sonian ranks as well as to  challenge the Administration's credibility, a Penn- 
sylvanian offered the toast: 

John Quincy Adams---A traitor to all parties. When the "last barque of Federalism" 
was sinking, he not only cowardly deserted i t ,  but basely slandered his struggling crew 
as a passport to the enemy. Can this man be trusted . . . ?55 

With no sllow of sympathy for the Secretary of State, a Jacksonian toasted 
"Henry Clay the traitor---may he ride a porcupine saddle, a hard trotting 
horse, a long journey, without money or friends."56 

The "Corrupt Bargain" and the "Jeffersonian" themes merged into one in 
Jacksonian charges that Adams and his Coalition represented the "Aristo- 
cracy" ranged against the "democracy" and continued the nefarious war of 
Federalism upon republicanism launched in the closing years of the previous 
centuryVs7 Typical of the common contention was the toast to  "Tlle Repub- 
licarz Purtv of'the Urzited States. Guided by JEFFERSON, it survived tlle 
reign of terror---guided by JACKSON, may it survive tlle reign of c o r r ~ p t i o n . " ~ ~  

Lesser themes of the Jacksonian campaign of 1 828 appeared also in the 
toasts offered at these partisan celebrations. The Jacksonians introduced the 
use of appeals directed to  specific voting blocks.59 The yeomanry of Penn- 
sylvania received praise for "their greatful, honest hearts, too firm and wise 
to be swayed o r  intimidated by hobgobins, ghosts, coffins, perjury or for- 
gery."60 Jacksonians referred to  "The Farmer of ~ e n n e s s e e " ~ ~  and predicted 
that "The farmers of Pennsylvania will lend him a 'strong hand' at the thresh- 
ing in October n e ~ t . " ~ 2  In an outburst which no doubt contributed to  the 
tradition of baroque oratory, a Kentuckian hailed: 

ANDREW JACKSON, the farmer of Tennessee, the soldier of his country, equally 
endeared to us by his republican principles and his invaluable public services. Whilst 
the Mississippi rolls its waves, or gratitude is accounted a virtue, we will remember his 
proud acllievements, and will visit wit11 our utter detestation his infamous calumniators.63 

Aware of the sensitivity of immigrant groups, the Jacksonians, in some 
states at least, took care to  recognize their republican virtue. In New York, 
home of numerous recently arrived voters, the aristocratic Van Renssalaer, 
serving as a vice-president of the January 8, 1 828 celebration, dutifully 
offered a toast to :  
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The native and naturalized citizens of the United States---United by  the strong ties of 
common interest, and joint efforts in the great cause of civil and religious liberty in 
America. Perdition to  the policy that would sow among them the seeds of jealousy 
and discord by a second alien and sedition law.64 

One of several instances in whicll JLC \ ,~n ians  capitalized upon politically 
inept utterances of their opponents provided the materials for  a toast to:  

The Germans and Irish of Pennsylvania. They may be called "stupid" and "turbulent" 
by the subjects of the house of Braintree [Adams' home] ---but they possess sufficient 
intelligence and patriotism to protect them from being guiled by  "coffin and monu- 
ment" scare crows, or forced into subjection by the denunciation of an Adams' Sec- 
retary of the Navy.65 

The Irish should have been heartened t o  hear "Old Ireland" hailed as "the 
land that gave birth t o  the father of Gen. A. ~ a c k s o n , " ~ ~  or  t o  hear a Jack- 
sonian celebrant wish: "May the oppressors of the  Irish, the enemies of 
Jackson, a descendant of the Emerald Isle, ever meet the same reception he 
gave them at  New Orleans," followed by  a chorus of "Erin G o  Bragh."67 
Remembering that the Irish, too, had had troubles in '98, and promising 
social uplift, a Jacksonian in St. Louis toasted : 

The brave sons of Erin---who made the bold attempt for liberty in 98---they will not 
be refused a shelter under the administration of Andrew Jackson as the next President 
of the United States. 

The hickory and shamrock united, 
they cannot be blighted 
But will flourish and twine, 
on the President's chair eighteen-twenty nine.68 

The object of  sucll rhetoric, perhaps, was more clearly reflected in the 
toast: "May the friends of John Q. Adams, at the ensuing election, be as 
scarce as the snakes and toads in  rel land."^^ 

Realizing rather late the extent of the Administration's difficulties in the 
summer of 1828, Clay, Webster and members of the cabinet began stumping 
tile country o n  behalf of  Adams. The  Jacksonians professed dismay. Of 
" T l ~ e  Truvelling Cabinet" one Jacksonian lamented, "It is the first, known 
in our history; it is for the people t o  say whether it shall be the last."70 
Another celebrant offered the pun: "The travelling cabinet, they have eaten 
their dinners, and will in due  season get their deserts."71 



While many toasts dealt with more than one common theme of the cam- 
paign, few attempted the difficult task of summarizing the party's message. 
One version of a toast approximating this task attempted to  define the party's 
conception of its historic role: 

Gen. George Washington, cluef in erecting our government on the republican track--- 
Thornas Jefferson, chief in bringing back our government to  its republican track in 
1801 ---Gen. Andrew Jackson, chief holder in readiness to restore our government to 
its republican track in 1828.72 

This profession of fear for the republic coupled with the promise of reform 
expressed the essence of the Jacksonian rhetorical message of 1827-28. In 
graphic language confident Jacksonians hailed "Andrew Jackson-the politi- 
cal Hercules who is t o  'cleanse the Augean stable.' "73 

As the date of the election grew near, partisan newspapers frequently 
featured prominently displayed tickets accompanied by a variety of slogans 
and explanations. These, too, were attempts t o  convey in a few words the 
significance of the contest. Some Jacksonian editors had already added 
"Jackson and Reform" or "Andrew Jackson is the candidate of the People" 
to  the front or  editorial page, and some such caption frequently accompanied 
the ticket, which sometimes included the names of candidates for offices 
other>than those of President, Vice-President, and Presidential Elector. A 
Pennsylvania editor spread the banner "Grutitud~! Glory! Patriotism!" above 
an eagle atop a shield beneath which was the reminder "REPUBLlCS ure not 
 UNGRATEFUL."^^ The caption "THE PEOPLE'S NOMINATION!" pre- 
ceded the names of Jackson, Calhoun, and the remainder of the ticket.75 
The New York state party organ used the heading "Republican National 
Ticket." A brief statement pointing to  Jackson's services and Jefferson's 
presumed sanction declared: "Honor and gratitude to  the man who has 
filled the measure of his country's glory."76 

One other element common to the political ritual of 1828, while techni- 
cally neither toast nor slogan, contained elements of both. There were songs. 
In at least some instances, carefully selected songs, such as "Hail Columbia," 
"Old Virginia," "Life let us Cherish," or  "Erin Go Bragh," followed each of 
the formal toasts.77 Under the title "THE VOTERS OF KENTUCKY" the 
Jacksonian newspapers circulated a new campaign version of the popular 
song, "The hunters of Kentucky," the original glorification of the frontiers- 
men's exploits of January 8 ,  1 8 1 5 and the ancestor of Johnny Horton's 
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1960 hit song "The Battle of New ~ r l e a n s . " ~ ~  A somewhat shorter musical 
summary of the importance of electing Old Hickory employed the tune, 
"The Campbells are Coming:" 

Columbia's eagle o're him flies 
Columbia's freemen around him rise, 
And all with stern resolve proclaim, 
Their I I ~ L I C ~  loved chieftain's deathless name. 

Oh! JACKSON is coming oho! oho! 
Oh! JACKSON is coming oho! 
Jackson is coming his country to rule, 
A republican pure from the Jefferson school. 

With Roilran virtue for his guide, 
He comes! he comes his country's pride; 
To  drive corruption t o  her den,  
And turn John Adains, out  again. 

Oh! Jackson is coming, &c. 
Hark! Hark! the loud huzzas! hear, 
The home of  victory is near, 
And millions u~lbori i  of the brave and the free, 
Shall repose in the  shade of the hickory tree. 

Oh! Jackson is coming. &c.79 

Tlle shortest summary of what the Jacksonians said they thought they had 
been trying t o  do  for the last year and a half appeared over an item announc- 
ing the certainty of Jackson's victory. The bold headline proclaimed, "THE 
REPUBLIC IS SAFE! 
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Plan now to attend the 1975 meeting of the Kentucky- 
Tennessee Chapter of American Studies Associa tion. It's a 
very special meeting at  a very special place . . . 

April 1 1 and 12, 1975, the chapter will gather at 

Sharp of Georgetown College is putting together a program 
on American utopias, including, of course, the Shakers. 

The accommodations will also be at Pleasant Hill, where the 
food is superb and the rooms comfortable. 

' ( Make your plans early! Accommodations are limited. I 
For further information, write to Professor Bill Berge, 

- Department of History, Eastern Kentucky University, Rich- 
mond, KY 40475, or t o  Professor Frank Stallings, Depart- 
ment of Humanities, Northern Kentucky State College, 
Highland Heights, KY 41076, or to Professor Sharp, George- 
town College, Georgetown, KY 40324. 


